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Foreword

The conference calendar of 1994 showed a coincidence of two international meetings with
an overlap in their field of interest. These were the international symposium on Spatial
Data Handling (SDH) in Edinburgh and the symposium of ISPRS Commission III in
Munich, both in the week from 5 to 9 september. Because of the fact that omnipresence is
still not one of the faculties of men, not even of GIS specialists, the Subcommission on
GIS of the Netherlands Geodetic Commission took the initiative to organise a workshop
where participants of both meetings could meet. This initiative was made in cooperation
with members of the ISPRS Intercommission Working Group III/IV on "The Conceptual
Aspect of GIS", but due to ISPRS regulations the meeting could not be put of the ISPRS
calendar. A organising committee was formed in which the department for "Surveying and
Remote Sensing" of the Wageningen Agricultural University took a major responsibility.

The organising committee decided to have a workshop with a limited number of partici-
pants (about 35) to have ample time for paper presentations and discussions. They selected
the title "Advanced Geographic Data Modelling" for the workshop and the call for papers

was for contributions on conceptual modelling for GIS, with topics of special interest like:
data modelling, spatial query languages, dimensional aspects, multi scale problems and
uncertainty and fuz4 data. Most of these are longer standing problems in GIS reseatch,
but they still require full attention of researchers because many questions are still open.
That was also demonstrated by the fact that there was a large response to the call for
papers. From the received extended abstracts the programme committee selected about 60%
for presentation, the authors were invited to hand in full papers to be distributed in the
workshop. There the papers have been presented and discussed in ten very lively sessions.

Jan van Roessel from ESRI was invited for an opening address in which he treated the
vector overlay problem in in relation to data modelling. He put this problem in the per-

spective of his 20 years of experience in data modelling in GIS. Donna Peuquet of the

University of Pennsylvania reviewed the presented papers and the discussions in a wrap up

at in the final session of the workshop. She discussed the presented research as a present

state in the (short) history of the development of concepts in GIS. After the meeting the

authors got the opportunity to update or rewrite their papers so that they could take advan-

tage of the discussions in the workshop to improve their texts. These final papers you find

collected in these proceedings.

The fact that the workshop got the short working title AGDM'94 means that we hope that

more workshops in this set up will be organised in the future. Most of the participants

asked for a continuation, so we have to see how that can be realised. We certainly hope

that somebody is willing to take the initiative'



The Subcommission on GIS of the Netherlands Geodetic Commission would like to thank
the organising committee and the programme committee of the workshop for the work
done to make AGDM'94 a success. We specially like to thank Sylvia de Hoop who played
a major role in the organisation. We also would like to thank the sponsors who were very
generous in providing funds to cover a substantial part of the costs of the workshop. But
most of all we like to thank participants of the workshop for their active contributions in
both presentations and discussions. Through their contributions we had a very lively
meeting of a very good quality.

Martien Molenaar
Chairman of the Subcommission on GIS
Netherlands Geodetic Commission
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Opening Address

THE VECTOR OVERLAY PUTZLE: WHERE DO THE PIECES FIT?

JAN W. VAN ROESSEL

Environmental Systems Research Institute, 380 New York Street,
Redlands Ca92373

ABSTRACT. This paper reviews the authors experience with vector overlay and structuring.
He first becomes acquainted with vector-structuring and overlay processing in the development
of a forest management GIS, begun almost 20 years ago. After the demise of this system he
develops an experimental overlay processing system using plane sweep and adaptive grid
algorithms, while refining the attribute propagation ideas developed in the earlier system.

This work leads to his current involvement with the ARCANFO system, where the principles of
attribute propagation are applied to buffcr zone gcneration and in structuring overlapping areal
units lbr a newly developed region 1'eature class.

Currently, the author attempls to integrate these and other concept^s into a poinrattribute model
in which some of lhe puzzle pieces begin to fall into place.

1. ANEARLYSYSTEM

In 1970 I joined the Berkeley, Calilbrnia, West-Coast office of the Earth Satellite Corporation,
a newly established firm, ofl'ering consulting serviccs in remote sensing. After some years, I
became involved in the development of a "forest management information system," to be
marketed to the forest industry. The design lbr this system, later known as LANDPAK, was
begun in 1976, while its development stretched into the early eighties.

1.1 Features

This early system was transaction oriented featuring a B+tree storage system featuring shadow
data blocks with rollback and commit. The spatial objects were points, lines and polygons
organized in layers. Polygon boundaries were digitized once, but stored twice. Layers were
organized in arbitrary boundary tiles tcrmed "control units." The system had a data definition
lacility and a query language lbr polygon overlay. Each spatial attribute record had an
associated attribute record that could handls the basic primitive data types as well as other data
types such as vectors and matrices. Polygon ovcrlay wcluld result in secondary layers that
would be recursively related to the primary data layers.

1.2 Query Language

The query language fbr polygon overlay handled "within layer" selection expressions nested in
"between layer" boolean overlay expressions. An example query (van Roessel, l,angley and
Smith, 1978) is the following:



l. SELECTI' TAYRI( = COMMI-RCIAL 
'lr 

IINNIN(; $
2. IN ARI]A = BtsAR CRtsEK $
3 Wllll OP'I]ONS = MINIMAL SEAI{C}I' Dtjl-ttll:l IN'l'l i ltlORS $
4.  FOR Wll lc l l  $
5. IN lAYtlR = COVER'ryPE LAYIIR $
6. FOlttrS'ITYPE EQ 'C'AND SI'AND'l'YPlr ttQ 'l 'A'AND (SPEOIis(-g) IiQ 'PP' OR

7. SPUCIDS(-9) Bg 'pP 
; AND (ORIGIN l)A l lr GU t/l/l eft5 AND ORIGIN DAI U l-ll UllIgtO)

8. AND I)ENS INDEX GI] 80 $
9. AND $
10. IN LAYI:R = SI-OPE CI-ASS tAYIil{ $
I  I .  CI-ASS NTJMI}EI{  EQ I  $
12 END $

where l incs 5,6,7,8 form a cover type select ion statement  and l ines 10 and 11 a s lope c lass

layer selection statement, while l ine 9 calls for a spatial intersection between thc two selected

sels. Between layer statements could be parenthesizcd the samc as within layer statements. One

might say that the above query is in "layer normal lbrm." The within layer statements would be

compiled and be passed on to the selection sub-systcm, whilc the between layer statements

would drive the overlay system.

l.i Strip Syslent

The overlay methodology invented lbr the systcm consisted of dividing the spatial data lbr the

layers in a ti lc into strips, whcre each strip is I 'rcc o[ intcrsections. Completely horizontal l ine
segments were climinated by raising onc end by a minuscule amount. Linc segments in a strip
wera rcprescntcd by intcger refercnccs l.o the parcnt segmcnts, and the total set of strips was
called a "tableau." The approach thus had certain analogics to a grid system.

Figure 1. Square with diagonals and corresponding tableau.

Figure 1 shows a square with diagonals and the corresponding tableau. The vertical strip
widths are out of proportion to better show its structure. Horizontal l ines are raised at the left
with an added vertical l ine segment. As can bc seen, this leads to some traffic jams, especially
in the middle of the figure. The structuring mcthod handled these configurations by organizing
adjacent line segments into line bundles. Pcllygon extraction would follow the border segments
in the l ine bundles. The tableau was built by a process of "strip splitt ing" using a tolerance
system that would guarantee a mininrum vertical strip width, thus l imiting the number oI strips
that could be generated.



1.4 Attribute Propagation

One stcp in the overlay was the classification of the tableau. As the end result of this process a
use-countcr lbr each strip l ine segment would be set for the polygon extraction process,
indicating whether the segment was to bc used once, twice or not at all. The use-counters were
computed by propagation attributcs along a strip. Each line segment is assigned an attribute
called a "glump key." The word glump was used by thc Codasyl Development Committee
(1974) to indicate a partit ioning of a sct by a function delined on the members of a set. The
glumping lunction defines the glump key. Here, thc glump key is a layer number indicating the
polygon layer of which the line segment is a part.

Thc propagation consisted of threc steps: (1) propagating glump keys along the l ine segments,
making a glump key "stack" lor each scgment, (2) evaluating a boolean condition (overlay
instructions generated from the query) against each line segment stack, and (3) computing the
use counters from the stack. This process is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Line segment classification of vertical segmcnts for the union o[ two overlapping
rectangles

The use counters are computed by setting F= 0 and T= l, and adding the truth values for a l ine
segment and the linc segment to iLs left.

The union example in figure 2 would result in thrce polygons with the middle two vertical
segments used twice for a double boundary represcntation. Another type of union however,
would return only one rectangle by setting the use count k to mod(k, 2). Thus, l ine segments
interior to the union would be deleted. A boolean condition can expressed in reversed Polish
notation and can be evaluated by a finite state machine, where each instruction results in a
current state. This lead to the the idca of specifying interior line segments to be dcletecl for each
state.

The system employed two polygon cxtraction methods at various times. The first used a l ine
segment tracking system, while the second one opcratcd on a sweep basis. The sweep system
used the idea of constructing "lobes" from the strip trapezoids and then assembling these into
polygons.

glump key

stack

a o r o

use count

b
b



Another important task was the propagation of "record keys," similar to the propagation of

"glump keys." Record keys would uniquely identi ly parent polygons so that lbr any derived

polygon a paront history would be available, to be stored in a secondary attribute record.

2. AN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

The Earthsat West-coast office was closed in 1981, and I went to work at the Applications

Division of the USCS EROS DATA Center, in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, a facility known for

LANDSAT data management and raster processing. To follow up on carlier overlay work, I

began to develop an experimental clverlay system to lurther develop previous ideas and

experiment with new techniques in line with other published rcsearch (van Roessel, 1991).

The objectives lbr the development of this system wcre to: (l) develop dynamic plane-sweep

methods, (2) use a better system of tolerances, (3) introduce point clustering, (4) improve the

previous method of l ine segment classification, (5) improve the previous structuring method
and (6) provide output in alternative forms, for instance with chain-node topology.

2.1 Plane-sweep using binary tree s

Rathcr than create a static tableau, thc experimcntal system uses two dynamic binary trees, one
lbr vertices in thc Y-direction, and onc l irr l ine scgments in the X-direction. In the vertical
direction vertices are sorted such that in a sequential scan they are groupcd as "halfnodes" and
the correspclnding l ine segments arc correctly ordercd within these half nodes. In the X
direction thc l ine scgmonts are uniquely ordered by a relation "to the right of" (van Roessel,
1991). Line segmenls are inserted into the X-trec and deletcd from the X-tree, driven by a scan
of thc vertices in the Y-tree. In a bottom to top swccp, a l ine segment is inserted when its
bottom vcrtex is encountcred and delcted whcn its top vcrtcx appears.

2.2 Data Normalization and Clustering

Thc thesis  by V.J.  Mi lcnkovic (1988) ent i t led "Vcr i f iab lc  Implementat ions of  Geometr ic
algorithms Llsing Finite Precision Arithmetic" is a milestone in dealing with round-off errors in
I'initc prccision arithmetic as applied to ovcrlay processing. Milenkovic devclops the process of
data normalization as a basis l i lr robust geonrctric algorithms. As summarized in Milenkovic,
1989, the first three rules oI data normalization arc:

1. No two vertices arc clclser than e .

2. No vertex is closer than e to an edgc of which it is not an endpoint.

3. No two edges interscct except at their endpoinLs.

The tolcrancc e is based on an analysis of thc conrputations involved in thc detcrmination of
point-l inc distance and dcpcnds on thc numbcr of opcrations and the round-off error (see also
Pul lar ,  1994)

In thc cxperimcntal system, coordinates arc intcgers, whilc intcrsection computations are
performed in l loating point arithmetic. In that casc, thc round-ofl crror resulting from the
conversion o[ f loating point coordinates to intcgcrs is much larger than thc errors accumulated
in thc lhaling point operations.



The processes of "vertex shift ing" and "edge cracking" guarantee that the rules of data
normalization are observed. Edge cracking consists of subdividing line segments when rule 2 is
violated, and when line segments intersect. Vertex shifting occurs to make rule I the invariant.
It leads to the expanded concepls ofvertex clustering where vertices are grouped together using
other clustering criteria as well. In the experimental system line segmcnt cracking is followed
by vertex clustering. Clustering may use diflerent weighLs to move certain vertices or to anchor
others. A second line segment cracking pass may sometimes have to Iollow a clustering pass,
when the clustering method introduces additional intersections. In summary, the total situation
is more complex than portrayed by Milenkovic. One must considcr three types of tolerances: (a)
floating point computation errors, (b) floating point t<l discrete grid rounding errors, and (c)
clustering tolerances. These may all bc of different magnitudes.

2.3 Adaptive grids

Line segment cracking is carried out through thc use of an adaptive grid, a data structure
advocated by Franklin (Franklin et al, 1989). Line scgments are coarsely griddecl in a grid that
is adapted to the size of bounding rectangle of the data. The line segment is assigned to the cells
that it passes through. Conflicts with other line segments in the same ccll are resolved through
line segment cracking when necessary. The cell size must bc coordinated with the clustering
tolerance to catch all cracking situations. Linc scgntents are entered into the adaptive grid as
driven by a Y+ree scan. Whenever a linc scgmcnt is cracked, the line scgment is rcrnove6 liom
the grid, the l ine segments resulting from the cracking are inserted into thc y-tree, and thc
current insertion point is moved back to the lowest Y-coordinatc of the cracked segment, wherc
everything is still "safe." The process then resumes, so that the action moves back antl lbrth
over the adaptive grid until the result^s are stable.

2.4 Overlay Steps

I,ine segment cracking, vertex shifting, Y- ancl X- hinary vertex and line segment trces, vertcx
clustering, are some of the puzzle pieces that helong to the overluy p-""r, so far. The
following questions arise: (1) is there a tolerance system in which one does not have to back up
to the low Y- coordinate of the cracked segment, (2) is there a tolerance system in which the
one cracking pass is sufficient and (3) is there a clustering method using weights that is
compatible with the first two objectives. In the experimental system a very simple but very fast
transitive closure clustering method is used. This mcthod has the untlesirable characteristic tnat
elongated clusters are replaced with a single point.

2.5 Structuring Method

A new structuring method was developed for the cxperimcntal system based on the previously
mentioned half nodes and lobes. An intermediate clata structure is developed fiom input
polylines, from which the traditional topological components, such as polygons, rings, chains
and line segments can be retrieved through pointer lists. The intermediate structure is Jevelopecl
in a plane-sweep process, in which l ine segments are connected into "half-nodes," ancl half-
nodes are connected into monotonc polygonal subdivisions termed "lobes." Lobes can be
defined such that connections (splits and joins) are forks, so that "connection" can bc easily
treated as an equivalence relation. This allows c<lnnccting lobes to be assigned to equivalencc
classes, which define polygons. The equivalcncc classcs may bc uscd toiemovc topological



singularit ies before final structuring, but singularit ies may also be consistently structured. The

faci that lobes always have a left- and right hand side lcads to a very efficient algorithm for

collecting the outer and inner rings for polygons.

2.6 Attribute Propagation

Attribute hanctl ing in the experimental system is based on the methods developed in the

LANDPAK system, but instead of having l ine segments with a single glump key we assume

that each line segment has a left and right glump vector, where each elcment in the vector is of

type boolean. Instead of maintaining a singlc "stack" in the propagation process, we collect left

and right "bag" vectors.

t l

r l r r l r
previous current
segment segment

( b )

(a)

Figure 6. Systematic attribute propagation along a transect

The advantage of having left and right glump vectors, is that l ine segments init ially may have
different left and right attributes.

The attribute propagation is performed in two steps, as shown in figure 6, beginning at thc right
side of a segment: (1) transition from the right side to the left side of the next segment and (2)
transition liom the left side to the right side of thc same segment. For the first step, the bag may
be transferred unchanged. The rule for the second step is to remove any attribute from the bag
that is identical to a left attribute of the segment under consideration, and to add the attribute on
the right. Denoting the two segments involved in the propagation cycle as p (previous) and c
(current), and left or right elements of the bag and glump vectors as b("r), br(x),g1(x),and
gr(x), respectively, the two step process can bc expressed using the boolean operators:

Step 1: b{c) = br(p) or g{c)

Step 2: b7(c) = (br(p) and not g1(c)) or gr(c)

A uscr devised function with a boolean result type operate.s lirst on the left and then on the right
attribute bags and returns either a left and then a right use classification that is either true or
I'alse, reflecting whether the attributes satisfy a required condition. Next, the left and right use



classification combination is used to dccide whcthcr the l ine segment is exterior, on the
boundary, or interior to the desircd condition, as shown in the lbllowing truth table. Exterior
line segmenLs are deactivated. The deactivation ol'intcrior line segments is optional.

Left Use Right Use Status Disposition Use Count
T
T
F

F

T
F
T
F

Interior Optional
Right Keep
Left Keep
Exterior Dispose

2

1

1

U

The attribute propagation and line segment classilication method described so far can be used to
perform arbitrary combinations of boolean operators operating on any number of coverages or
subsets of coverages, depending on how a coverage is dcfined. But vector processing tasks in
geographic inlbrmation systems (GIS) are not confined to pure boolean combinations, but
include other lunctions that have accumulatcd a specialized terminology in the development of
GIS systems, such as merge and dissolve, drop l ine, erase, clip, update, and paste up. Some of
these terms were introduced at an early state in GIS development, and survive to date
(Tomlinson, 1972). Many of thesc specialized tasks can be performed with the proposed
methodology, if the following cxtension is macie to the l ine segment classification using the
Polish notation.

Line segments can be classified into interior, exterior, and left and right bounclary classes. The
extension of the method relates to the handling of interior l ine segments. When the union
operation is performed for example, both figures 7e and 7f satisfy the query (a and b) or c, but
in figure 7f the interior boundaries have becn dissolved. For the polish method, at every step,
as shown in figures 7a-e, there is a selectecl area that corresponds to the state at the 1op of the
stack.

!
! . . . .

' ' -- -l 
:"- 

-- - -'--t
| :

N E i i If \ - / t i i '^  j i E l
( c )  a n d  ( d )  c

tlHl i
( b )  b(a)  a

( e )  o r  ( f ) o r  n o i n t e r i o r  ( S )  o r  n o b s e g m e n t s
segments interior to o r

( h )  o r n o b s e g m e n t s
inter ior  to  and

i B
Figure 7. Areas corresponding to top stack states for execution of (a and b) or c.



The or of f igure 7e is not merely the union o[ f igurcs 7c and 7d; instead, the l ine segments of b

are visiblc in 7e. The rcason is that the clverlay process examines all coverages simultaneously

as opposed to the usual two at a time approach.

Each stack state also corresponds to a nodc in an expression tree. The merge and dissolve

shown in l igure 7f shows how intcrior l ine segmcnts can optionally be removed. The crux of

the method for the extension to other vector tasks is that this decision can be made at every

stack state or node of the execution tree. Moreovcr, the possibil i ty exists to be selective by

selecting only those interior segments that correspond to one of the original input glumps. For

example, figure 79 shows the final re.sult with the line segmenls of b removed interior to the o,",

and ligure 7h shows the final result with removal o[ b line segments interior to the and.

2.7 T'he Control Code

This approach was implemented lbr the developed overlay processor that is driven by Polish
code, where each instruction has the following syntax. as expressed in BNF (Backus-Naur
Form):

<control instruction> ::= <instruction> <glump key> '/

<interior delete list>
<instruction> ::= SEL I AND I OR I NOT
<glump key> ::= integer
<interior delete l ist> ;;= {glump key}

whcre the "{}" brackets indicate zero, one or more repetit ions, and the "1" vertical bar indicates
a choice. An additional requirement is that <glump key> for the operators AND, OR and NOT
must be 0. The SEZ operator tests the presence or absence of the specified glump key in the left
or right line segment bag and accordingly puls either true or lalse at the top of the stack.

The following table lists the control instructions fbr a number of common and not so common
GIS vector operations involving two maps

Operation Code Comment

Clip SEL 1; SEL 2; AND 0/2; The outline of 2 clips 1

Erase SEL 1; SEL 2 | 1 2; OR O; The outline of 2 is superimposed on I

Identity SEL 1; SEL 2; AND 0; SEL 1; OR 0; 2 is merged into 1, with outline of 1

Intersect SEL 1; SEL 2; AND 0; Traditional intersect

Union 1 SEL t; SEL 2; OR 0; Keep interior boundary segments

Union 2 SEL 1; SEL 2: OR I 1 2 Delete interior boundary segments
(merge and dissolve)

U p d a t e l  S E L l ; S E L 2 / 1 ; O R 0 ;  U p d a t e l w i t h 2

Update 2 SEL 1 / 2; SEL 2; OR 0; Update 2 with I

Not SEL 1; SEL 2; NOT 0; AND 0; Keep area of 1 that is not in 2

Erase 2 SELl /1; SEL2/2; OR 0; Eraseboundaries interiorto I  and 2but
not interior to both.



2.8 Line on Polygon Overlay

The title of this paper reflects the l'act that overlay in GIS systems is more than polygon on
polygon overlay. Frequent references to polygon overlay in the literature ignores the fact that
line on polygon overlay is also an important topic. The method described above can be
extended to also cover line on polygon overlay. In addition to being able to specify which
interior line segments should be deleted at a particular stage of the evaluation, one can then also
specify the exterior line segments that are deleted. The previously described grammar can be
extended to have both exterior and interior deletion lists at each stage of the boolean evaluation.
This allows simultaneous mixed line-polygon multi-layer overlay. Interior lines will become
singularities when exterior surrounding lines are deleted, and thus one must address the
qucstion of how to structure singularitics. This is another very important puzzle piece.

3. A WIDELY USED SYSTEM

I joined ESRI's sollware development tcam in 1991, and became responsible for maintenance
and change of the ARCANFO topological structuring and overlay related software. Part of this
work was the development of a new lbaturc class for overlapping and potentially non-
contiguous areal unils (regions).

3.1 ARCIINFO Overlay

The ARCINFO overlay related programs datc back to the early eighties. The reader is referred
to Guevara (1983) for an overview of some ol the ARC/INFO overlay procedures. The
programs are based on techniques earlier developcd for the Odyssey system (Guevara, 1985).

The topological structuring methodology uscd in ARC,{NFO has similarities to the techniques
described ftrr the experimental system. Aller line scgnrent interscction, topological structuring is
performed in three stages: (1) a sort ol thc intersccted line segments, (2) processing the sorted
linc segmcnts by nodes gcnerating arcs (chains), and (3) polygon generation by connecting the
arcs for a polygon. Step 2 is a planc-swccp stcp, processing vertices by descending y-
coordinate and within equal y by ascending x- coordinatc. Arcs arc generated by processing
nodes. Nodes are full nodes and may c()nncct "old" and "new" line segments. Old line
segments have a vcrtex that is not at the currcnt nodc, already processed as a previous node.

3.2 Buffcr generation

One of the problems that I encountered at ESRI was that of making the existing approach for
generating buf'lers aroultd lines more cllicicnt. The cxisting approach at that time (still in use for
generating buffers around polygons) was to generate "raw buffers" (closed shapes, but with
cusps and clthcr irregularities), to intersect thcsc raw bufl'ers, convert to polygons, generate a
labcl in every polygon, check the label distances of the original I'eatures, and finally dissolve all
intcrior boundaries.

The problem was solved by developing a nrcthod in which it is known in a very early stage
which line segments are interior to thc final bull'er. Thus, the interior line segments can be
discarded in the polygon building phase. Rathcr thcn build a larger number of sliver polygons,
the llnal bulfcr polygon is built direcrly.



Knowing the line segments that are interior to a buffer is an attribute propagation problem. The

line segments of the original raw closed butfer shapes are assigned left and right keys for the

interioi and exterior of the shape, for instance 0 / I (1 meaning insidc). Attribute propagation is

then a type of arithmetic that keeps track or thc number of overlapping shapes for each line

segment. When a number of raw buffers overlap, thc part that is common to all receives a key

equal to the number of overlapping shapes. By incrcmenting and decrementing these keys final

buffer boundaries will receive a key clf 0 / n whcre ,t )= 1. Unwantcd line segments w:ll have

keys n f m, where fr, ffi ) 0. The propagation procoss within a node is shown in Figure 8.

( a )  ( b )

Figure 8. Key propagation within a buffcr nodc: (a) bclorc propagation, (b) alter propagation.

Figure 8a shows the situation befbre propagation, while figurc 8b shows the rcsult after
propagation. The transfer is from the left si<le of Previous, Io the lell, and then to the right side
of Current. The transfer expressions are:

Differential = Currentlkft - Current lRight
Current I Right = Previou s I lrlt
Currentl lcfi = Current I Right + Differential.

3.3 Overlapping areal unils

Yet another implementation of attribute propagation, using a similar mechanism as employed
for buffer zones found its way in the method lbr structuring a new ARC/INFO compositc
feature class called regions (van Roessel and Pullar, 1993).

In the past many ARC/INFO users have implementcd some type of scheme to deal with
overlapping data by implementing systems using the Arc Macro l,anguage (Gross, 1991). The
most sophisticated system of this type has been a cadastral parcel mapping system dcveloped by
ESRI-UK. Invariably, all these schemes have used the devic,e of a cross-referencc file. This file
stores the relation between the overlapping units and the base polygons. Figure 9 shows the use
of a cross reference file

It was decided that it was necessary to start providing basic support tbr overlapping data. We
realized that overlapping areal units can also be del' incd in tcrms of arcs, and designcd a
composite feature called a region based on both arcs and polygons. The term rcgion scems
appropriate because a region can also have multiplc disjoint componcnls.
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Figure 9. Cross-reference file example

One can think of a region's explicit relationship with arcs as the "geometry" of regions, while
the relationship wilh polygons constitutes the "topology" representing the vertical relationship,
as explicitly represented in the RXP file. In the life cycle of regions in ARC/INFO one can
think of the arc and polygon as a region's "legs." At times one of the legs is missing and must
be recreated from the other. Building the RXP file from arcs organized into rings, while at the
same time building the underlying polygons, is part of the topological structuring process for
regions.

There may be many region types in a single coverage. Each type has its own attribute schema
and cross reference file. The types are called "subclasses." One may think of the region
subclasses as layers that are integrated into a single coverage.

3.4 Building the cross reference file

The attribute propagation process used to create the RXP file is more similar to the process used
in the LANDPAK system then the one of the experimental system. We start tiom an input state
in which regions are assigned to arc line segments. Each line segment may be a border segment
of multiple regions and therefore may have a set of associated regions. To make matters more
complicated, regions may belong to different subclasses, each subclass with ils own schema.

Figure 10. Set propagation for regions:
propagation for confluence of two gaps.

tno

(c)

(a) betore propagation,(b) after propagation, (c)
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Region subsets are propagated within node.s as with the buffer scheme.

Again we sweep around the node, and progress from the previous tt-t the current line segment.

If we rJenote the region set of the previous line segment by Sp and the set of the current segment

by S. then the objective is to obtain the region set for the gap betwcen the two line segments,

Sg, and the modified set for the current line segment S'g . The transfer expressions are the

lbllowing

S g = s p
S " = S " @ S ,

where @ is the symmetric difference. Thus regions in the gap set are "canceled out" by similar
regions in the current line segment set, and the current line segment is changed accordingly.

When two gaps come together, as show in Figure 10c, we have that

S g k = S g n , U S g n

The process continues, using an equivalence class scheme to finally arrive at the complete set of
regions for each polygon under construction. This relationship is then inverted to derive the
RXP file.

3.5 REGTONQUERY

In addition to developing the methodology t<l structure overlapping data, we also needed to
answer the question of how to handle overlapping data in overlay type queries. The overlap
factor introduced a new puzzle piece in an already complicated puzzle. The solution that was
developed consists of two strategies.

The basic building block in ARCINFO is the coverage. A coverage is either of the point, line
or polygon type, while a polygon coverage contains lines in the lbrm of arcs and points in the
form of nodes. Regions exist in polygon coverages as region "sub-classes." Each subclass has
its own attribute schema. If the regions in a subclass do not overlap, then a region coverage
with multiple subclasses is a set of integrated "layers" with the base polygons as the largest
common units.

The classicaloverlay operations in ARCINFO are UNION, INTERSECT and IDENTITY. In
addition there are "data management type" overlays, such as clip, erase and dissolve.

The first strategy developed was that of region subclass inheritance for general two-layer
overlay. Let Cov(A) denote a coverage with a set of region subclasses A. F6 is a binary
operator that produces one output coverage from two input coverages. The region functionality
for this type of function is:

Cov3(C) = Covl(A) F1, Cov2(B)

where C = A UB.If A and B contain an identical subclass s, each with region sets P5 and Qs,
then C will have subclass s with a region s€t R5 = Ps U Os. With identical subclass, we mean
that the subclass bears the same name and has the same attributes, and therefore has the same
schema. The function will fail for subclasses with identical names and different attributes. This
strategy converts the traditional overlay function into region subclass integrator functions. For
example, we may begin with two polygonal coverages, and convert the polygons into regions
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using a POLYREGION function followed by a union on the two coverages. Two region
subclasses identical to the two polygon coverages will then present in the output coverage.

The second strategy was to develop a REGIONQUERY function that exploits the vertical
topology in the form of the RXP file for a subclass.

REGIONQUERY performs boolean selection against any number of region subclasses. In
addition to selection, it also produces output regions that are homogeneous with respect to a
number of user specified output items.

REGIONQUERY usage can be represented as:

SELECT<out subclass> {WITH <in_subclass.attribute...in_subclass.attribute>}

WH ERE <logica I _ expre ssion >

where <out _subc /ass > is the output subclass, pre-exist ing or to be created,
<in_subclass.attribute> is an attribute of <in sultclqss> that will be added to the schema of
<out snbclass>. The set of these attributes forms the output attribute list. The list is optional.

The <logical_expression> is a completely general boolean expression where the operands are
either constants or attributes of the form <in_sul'tclass.attribute>. A special pseudo item
$subclass, meaning "where the subclass exists" (no-zero record number) can also be used. The
logical expression used defines the "territory" qualifying for the query, while the output
attribute list defines the I'granularity" of the output. Territory in the region's case also extends to
the vertical dimension, and the same is true for granularity, because identical overlapping
regions with identical output attribute values are collapsed to a single region.

The REGIONQUERY function also has an option to produce contiguous output regions.

The model under which REGIONQUERY operates is the following. Each polygon in the input
coverages has a number of regions for a given subclass of which it is a part. These are the
regions "above" the polygon. The polygon and the regions above it form a subclass "stack."
If only a single subclass is involved in the <1uery, the selection expressions are evaluated for
each member of the stack, and if true, the polygon is selected to be a part of a candidate output
region corresponding to that member of the stack for which the expression is true.

If multiple subclasses are present, and a single polygon has multiple subclass stacks with more
than one region, REGIONQUERY will combine the stacks in the form of a Cartesian product,
and evaluate the attributes according to the logical expressions for each member of the product.

Output items are assigned to each selected Cartesian product combination and a dissolve is
performed to make the attribute value combinations unique tbr each output region.

4. AN INTEGRATED POINT-ATTRIBI.JTE MODEL

The above two strategy approach was the resulting of adapting to existing software as well as
developing new software. It presents yet additionalpuzzle pieces to be fitted into an overall
model. Without the constraint of previous functionality one might ask: is there a general model
that covers the above approach that provides a more general insight into the overall process,
including the use of overlapping units.
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In the LANDPAK query method described early on in this paper, the query was decomposed

into within layer and between later selection, where the between layer selection consists of
overlay processing. Later on, we realized that an additional post-overlay selection step is
required, for instance to deal with comparisons such as < or > between attributes in different
layers. Thus, the overlay query process can be represented by a general three step process. The
ARC/INFO strategies for regions reflect the last two steps: overlay processing using any of the
classical overlay commands, and post-overlay processing in the form of REGIONQUERY. In
van Roessel (1994) we try to develop a more general model, as follows.

The gencral selection expression can be expressed in domain or tuple relation calculus, with the
map-layers as the relations. It contains an expression on the attributes of the map-layers using
boolean and comparison operators. This selcction expression is translated into three separate
expressions that come to play in three dilferent stagcs of the overlay process:

1 . Pre-selection expressions that are applied to each of the map-layers before the actual
overlay.

2. An overlay expression governing the spatial combining of the map-layers.

3. A post overlay selection expression, operating on the integrated result.

ln the lbllowing we shall assume that the lirst step has taken place, and shall only be concerned
with steps 2 and 3. For these steps, we present a set oI general expressions for overlay that are
applicable to lbur types of areal units (combinations oI overlapping and non-overlapping, and
contigut' lus and non-contiguous). Thesc cxprcssiclns encompass various types of traditional
overlay operations, such as the intersection, identity and union operations. They may also be
used to convert between different types of areal units. Here, we restrict ourselves to two layer
overlay, but in van Roessel (1994) the approach is generalized to n layer overlay. The model is
predicated on thc lact that the areal units in a set of registerecl maps can be decomposed into
smaller units that are common to both sets o[ maps. On a conceptual level these can be poinls,
or they can be largest common units, such as thc base-polygons for regions in ARCANFO.
Opcrations can then be exprcssed in tcrms of rclations.

The two layer overlay process begins with two map-layers X' and Y' of type {[X,S]] and

{lX,T]} . Here S and T are conventional attribute schemas while, X represents any of the tbur
areal unit types. The [ ] brackets indicate a tuple typc, and the { } brackets indicate a set type.
Stcps 2 and 3 above are expanded into stcps l-6.

Slep 1 . We begin by untblding thc two input maps:

y = c p - 1 t X , ) ,  y = g - 1 { y , )

Thc unlold opcrator is the inverse of thc lold opcrator dcfined in van Roessel (1994). The term
lolding is borrowed from l-orentzos and Johnson (1987), who introduced the concept for a
tcmporal relational algebra (van Roessel, 1993). The lbld operator is expressed as :

( y , R y ) = 9 " ( X )

where X is a base relation consisting of either uniquc points of possible duplicated (overlapping
points) and is o[ meta-type {[rrl,S]] whcre o) rcprescnls the point type.
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The fold operator 91 can produce either contiguous or non-contiguous area units liom points.

Y has meta-type {[X,S]] and Ry is a cross-relbrcncc rclation of meta-type {[X,trr]]. The

meaning of the unfold operator g-1 is exprcssed in re lational algebra as:

X = fir,g(Y njoin Rr)

Here njoin is the natural join (projected equi-join, whcrc the output attributcs arc the set union

of the input attributes). The interprctation for thc point-set model is that the areal unit-attributc

relation is joined with an areal unit-point relation to obtain a point-attributc relation. In the

region polygon case, one may substituto the basc polygon for thc point. ln that casc we get a
polygon-region attribute relation, as in the case ol'REGIONQUERY. This is the equivalent of

the sub-class region stack mentioned carlicr.

Step 2.

Xc= fi<rr,sn.r(X), Y"= t[o,"n.f(Y)

In the second step we find the attributes, including spatial attributcs, that arc common to both
input layers and project both unfolded relations on thcse attributcs. In most cases this will only
be spatial attributes, but there is no reason to trcat other attribute dilfcrcnt l iom spatial
attributes. The only difference between the tuplcs ol'the projected relations at this point is thcn
the input map that they belong to. For thc LANDPAK and expcrimcntal system typc ovcrlay,
this step rellects the l ine segment glump kcy assignmcnt, wherc a glump key rcprcsents thc
input layer.

Step 3.

Z = (((o(X",\)) +join X) +join Y)

The schema compatible sets of step 2 are comhincd using a set-combinatorial expression
o(X",Y") This expressions is equivalent to thc LANDPAK query between layer exprcssion.
For that example we have that o(X.,y") = X" O \. For ARC/INFO region proccssing there is
no equivalent because the query expression is not parscd into within and between subclass
expressions. All base polygons are evaluated. The model points out howevcr, that is not the
most efficient method. If a between subclass expression could be developed from the
REGIONQUERY WHERE clause, thcn X. and Y" can be considcrcd thc sets oI thc basc
polygons that represent the subclass "footprints." These are combined according to o(X",\)
to yield a restricted set of base polygons that is t<l be cvaluated furthcr.

The resulting set of points (or base polygons) is then .joined bask to the unlolded input maps X
and Y. For points that are duplicated in X or Y bccause of ovcrlap we then get the Cartesian
product of these records in the output relation Z. In REGIONQUERY this is accomplishcd by
forming the Cartesian product between attributc rccords of diflbrent subclasses over a basc
polygon. In the remainder of the expression for stcp 3, +join means right natural outer join.

Step 4.

Z' = a"*t(Z)

The next  s tep is  to  apply the post-over lay select ion expression.  In  the case of
REGIONQUERY, this means selecting Cartcsian product attribute rccorcl combinati<lns over a
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polygon. In the LANDPAK system it meant having to do a secondary query on the result of a

previous overlay. An example is the following qucry

1. SELECTI-AYER = HIGH EROSION HAZ\RD $
2, IN AREA = BEAR CREEK $
3 WITH OPTIONS = MINIMAL SEARCH, DELUTE INIF.RIORS $
4, FOR WHICH $
5.  lN LAYER = SOILS SLOPE OF 1O16177,2$
6. SOITS *EHR(SLOPE*CIASS NUMBER) EQ'H'OR
7. SOIIS *EHR(SLOPE*CLASS NUMBER) EQ'E'
8. END $

where soils and slope are intersected in the transaction of 1016[77, and this transaction then
references the computed erosion hazard by indexing an erosion hazard rating vector (EHR) by
the slope class number.

Step 5.
w = (g#H(Z')) njoin fi.ur(Z')

The last and final step involves the lbld operator . This operator takes the point relation and
"folds" it into a relation consisting of the final type of desired areal units. The lblding is done
with respect to a set of homogeneous attributes. Interior boundaries are resolved within unique
attribute value combinations of these attributes. Thc resulting areal units may be contiguous or
non-contiguous depending on the fold operator type used.

In terms of the LANDPAK system, the clause 'DELETE INTERIORS' meant removing the
interior boundaries relative to a homogeneously attributed area.

In van Roessel (1993) it was suggested that a FOLD clause be added to a SPATIAL SQL to
make queries such as:

1. CREATE COVER soodsites AS
2. FOLD soils*, landrise*
3 SELECT soils*, landuse *
4. FROM soils, landuse
5. WHERE soils.loc = landuse.loc
6. AND soils.suitability = 3
7. AND landuse.lutype = 300;

Here the select set of attributes happens to be the same as the homogeneous attributes used for
folding. This is always true in the ARC/INFO REGIONQUERY function, but need not be so,
as shown by the expression given at the beginning for this step, where the fold result is joined
with all the attributes of both input maps. This is the most general solution.

4.1 Query Optimization

A general point-attribute model for spatial query execution involving vector overlay seems
usefuf , and helps in fitting some of the puzzle pieces. The process has many similarities to
relational query modification and decomposition (Mayer, 1988). We did not address the
question of how to convert a general selection expression into "layer normal form."

The above modcl also barely begins to addrcss optimization questions. What algorithms can be
used to for instance to anive at optimal set operation exprcssions (Sheng and Sheng,1990).
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However, in a practical context, it rcmains to be secn whether such optimizations would be cost
elTective, given the frequency and thc nature of the queries posed. Brute lbrce solutions on fast
machines may be adequate.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we traced our personal involvement with vector overlay. The ideas, techniques,
and unsolved problems are part of a larger ptzzle that has only been partly assembled. Even if
one could complete the mental puzzle then another step is to put the integrated componenLs into
widespread use. A number of problems and solutions were discussed in this paper, but some
problems could not be mentioned here. For instance polygon on l ine overlay where the l ines
fbrm a non-planar graph and may cross without lilrming nodes.

The future of polygon overlay is also uncertain. Rather than use plane-sweep methods one can
think of a methodology in which tbr each unit inserted, the topology is updated on the fly, such
as may be used for interactive editing. Recently Guting has propose<I a scheme of realms
(Guting, 1993) where points and lines are maintained in a fully intersected realm. The
advantage of such a realm is that after each modification certain topological invariants hold, so
that a very consistent processing system can be developed that is computationally robust.

With computational power ever increasing, raster processing is becoming far more important
for modeling and may eventually replace vector use. On the other hand, foi certain applitations
such as cadaster and ownership, vector use will still be preferred. Another question is whether
luzzy boundary processing is better performed with raster or vector tlata. and how this can be
integrated into vector data handling.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a formal means of specifying the relationship between image data,
and the spatial descriptions of geographic objects (features) derived from such image
data, and used ultimately within a GIS. As such it forms part of an ongoing research
project to create a combined GIS and Remote Sensing (RS) environment capable of
supporting multiple spatial descriptions of a feature and of exracting these spatial
descriptions from images in an automated goal-directed manller. This is achieved by
examining the current task and its context and choosing (or creating) a description of the
targeted features that exactly suits this task. A formalism based on the IFO semantic data
model and Object Retrieval Calculus is presented to describe the semantics of feature
extraction from a multi-source, multi-temporal image database.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

There are many difficult problems to solve before GIS can take full advantage of the vast
amounts of image data available of the earth's surface. One example, in the area of image
processing and computer vision, concerns the recognition of meaningful featuresl from
the raw image data (Wang, 1988). However, once these features have been recognised it
is vital that the GIS knows exactly what is meant, or implied by each one. There is a
need to better understand the deep issues; that is, the semantics of the problem must be
analysed and understood before the interpretation of imagery can have any real meaning.

A problem with the application of computer vision is the implication that a feature can be
precisely and unambiguously defined by some process, and this definition then placed in
a GIS. Unfortunately such an approach is a gross simplification of the real situation.
That which defines a feature as distinct from its surroundings is often unclear, and in
some cases, a single interpretation of a scene upon which people would agree is often

rThroughout this paper real-world geographic objects of interest are referred to as features. Informally,
a featue is a simple geographic entity such as a town, a lake or a road.
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not realisable2. It would seem that the task for which a feature is to be used has a great
influence on how that feature might best be represented spatially.

The ability to utilise imagery directly in GIS in a more flexible manner can lead to several
advantages, such as the availability of regular and frequent updates (weather permitting)
and a reduced reliance on expert intervention. However, the incorporation of imagery
leads immediat€ly to several other problems in addition to that of actual image
interpretation:

. A feature of interest may appear in more than one image and hence have more than
one spatial representation. This points to the need for a mechanism to select
representations appropriate in various situations.

. Images are captured at various times. A temporal dimension is added to the problem.
Features may change, indeed the analysis of this change may be of prime importance.

. Images may be captured by different remote sensing platforms. Accordingly, a
variety of expert knowledge and extraction methods are needed, along with details of
their applicability in different circumstances.

. Many interpretations of the same irnage may be possible. Different image
interpretation and feature extraction methods applied to the same image will produce
different results.

To summarise, each feature can legitimately be described by several different geometrys,
covering particular capture dates, sensors, interpretation procedures and uses. Each valid
description is termed a spatial representation. The semantic issues involved in the
construction and selection of appropriate spatial representations for a feature form the
subject of this paper.

1.1 Spatial Representations and Context

As a general point, any exfacted spatial representation is likely to have a limited
applicability, governed by the factors mentioned above. These factors, when taken
together, form a context within which a particular representation is valid. Outside of this

context, the representation is likely to have limited or perhaps even no use. For example,
a representation of a feature drawn from 1991 satellite data may be quite unsuitable for

describing the current situation, and indeed may be entirely redundant if more recent

imagery is available from the same source. Understanding the context over which a

spatial representation is appropriate is a cenffal theme to this work. A full description of

such context is developed through Sections 2 and3 below.

L.2 Differences between image data and GIS data

Much of the spatial data used in GIS have been formed by the process of digitisation.
Such data is already n feature form, that is, individual objects of interest have been
described or extracted by some manual or semi-automated method. In other words, a
process of scene understanding (segmentation and classification) has already been
carried out. In confast, image data originates from a remote capture or scanning device,
in the form of a raster, often with several layers corresponding to reflectance in different
electro-magnetic spectra. Within an image there are no identified features, but rather a

2For example, if there are n geologists, there are at least n+l opinions as to how the data should be
interpretted.
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snapshot of a scene encoded by a set of multi-valued pixels. To extract features from
such an image requires further processing, with the use of scene understanding
techniques (Tailor et al., 1986).

It can be seen that these two types of data are not at the same conceptual level and are
consequently problematic to combine. It is important that the user of a GIS operates at a
consistent level with respect to data (Gahegan, L994).If image data is directly combined
with feature data (e.g. within an overlay operation) it is unclear what the type of the
resulting spatial description(s) is. Is it an image, or a feature, or a set of features? Hence
there is a need for fansforming the image data into feature form before it is used in a
GIS.

L.3 The Integration of GIS and Remote sensing

The integration of GIS with remote-sensing systems (RSS) has been the subject of much
recent research (Davis & Simonett, 1991.), (Dobson, L993), (Ehlers et al., 1991).
However the work to date concenffates on the issue of system architecture, and not on
the semantic issues of how the data is transformed and what the transformations reallv
mean in an information sense.

An examination of established commercial GIS and RSS reveals that integration is at
present primitive. These two technologies, although developed from a common thread,
have diverged to such an extent that integration is an afterthought not a pre-requisite of
the system architecture. However, some recent progtess towards integration has been
made. For example ER-Mapper3 can display ARC-INFO coverages geo-referenced to
image data.

The interpreiation of image data is usually a precursory activity before it is entered into a
GIS. Such an approach has two major weaknesses discussed below:

1. The communication lines between the two systems are poor. Specifically, GIS tend to
ignore all output from image processing syslems except the resulting classified overlay
from which geographic features are drawn.

As an example, consider the tasks involved in producing a classification of a remo0ely-
sensed scene for use in a GIS. The raw image data entered into an RS package are
typically re-projected, sometimes re-scaled and then registered to some co-ordinate
frame. Next a classifier is applied. Results may be expressed probabilistically (that is each
pixel has a posterior probability of belonging to a particular class). To make the output
suitable for GIS, some kind of featurising process occurs. Regions are formed by
clusiering together neighbouring pixels with high probability for the same class,
sometimes followed by a smoothing operation to remove localised variations. Through
all of the above steps it is possible to keep a ffack of the meta-data such as the dale of
image capture, the sensing plaform and the uncertainty of the lesult (Burrough, 1987).
When the derived feature boundary data is imported into a GIS, all of this meta-data is
literally thrown away. The GIS data model has no means whatsoever of dealing with it.

3.A popular remote-sensing package available from Earth Resource Mapping, Perth, WA.
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2. The feature-boundaries obtained from image analysis are highly sensitive to the
methods employed in their formation; the classifications being either quite specific in
their applicability, or else too generalised. The details of the methods used are not
available to the GIS (or its user) in any formal sense, neither is there any given indication
of what particular uses the classification was designed for. The GIS user has no choice
but to either accept the data at face value, or to request that a remote-sensing expert
produces a more suitable interpretation. As a consequence, there is an alarming tendency
amongst GIS users to ignore all issues relating to the accuracy and applicability of data
and a belief that, if a polygon closes, then it has no associated elrors.

The advantages to be gained from integration are therefore:
1. The ability to include the meta-data associated with the process of image analysis
within the GIS data model. This is turn allows for a more comprehensive and qualified
result when subsequent operations are performed on the data. Uncertainty estimates can
thus be associated with the each stage of the entire data handiing process from capture
to output. A study of uncertainty is beyond the scope of this paper, but is being
investigated by other researchers (Hunter & Goodchild, 1993), (Fisher, 1994). The
architecture described in the latter sections of this paper has been deliberately designed
to handle unceriainty, and each stage in the featurisation process has uncertainty
properties.

2. The behaviour of the image analysis and feature extraction methods can be controlled
and directed by the GIS. The GIS therefore has the power to govern exactly how feature
boundaries are to be derived, and hence can supply the most suitable boundaries for the
task at hand. That is, a task-oriented means of feature extraction is drivett from the
current query or operation. With the addition of expert knowledge the process of feature
extraction can be automaled to some extent.

1.5 SystemArchitecture

In order to achieve full integration of image data within GIS, the following functionality
must be developed:

(i) Image interpretation methods
Functions applied to image data are grouped together into methods, where a method is
designed to accentuate or detect the presence of a particular feature-type in the data.
The result of applying an interpretation method is an image view (that is a view of the
image made for a purpose). Methods are often a combination of both low-level image
processing algorithms and high level reasoning. Before a method is used it must first be
configured with a set of parameters relating to a particular feature-type and sensor.
These parameters include a variety of expert knowledge concerning the bands to use and
tlpicality measures such as fiaining set values. Further details are beyond the scope of
this paper, but are described in Gahegan & Flack, (1994).

(ii) Control sfategy
A means of choosing or creating spatial representations appropriate to the current task.
The contol strategy is discussed in detail in Section 2.
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(iii) Feature extraction methods
Extraction methods attempt to isolate particular features from image views. The
resulting spatial representation must then be somehow associated with the feature it
describes, at execution time. Feature extraction is discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, and
makes use pa.rameters in a similar manner to image interpretation.

The above list represents additional functionality not currently found in either GIS or
RSS. The aim here is to allow the remote sensing component to be entirely controllable
from within the GIS. In addition, the GIS must take from the RSS both the derived
spatial representations and their associated meta-data.

Many different architectures have been proposed for combined GIS/RS systems, a good
summary is given by Glenn et al. (1992). There are two possible architectures that could
support the ideas described in this paper, namely fi.rlly integrated and closely coupled. A
fully integrated solution involves the functionality of the two syst€ms being merged into
a single suite of software, designed as a single entity. The resulting system is integrated
at the physical, conceptual and external levela. A closely coupled solution keeps the two
systems independent, but they are interfaced at the conceptual, as opposed to the
external level. In either case the tasks involved with image interpretation are under direct
contol of the GIS. The approach taken here is to design and develop a single
environment from scratch. As such the work forms a natural extension to research
carried out on image database systems (Grosky & Mehrora, 1992).

1.6 Formalisms adopted

An object based approach is very natural for this type of application, since it attempts to
model the changing behaviour of real world objects and their associated spatial and
aspatial properties. Object-oriented conventions are used in this paper. Unfamiliar
readers are directed to Worboys et al, (1990) where an overview of object-oriented
concepts, as they apply to GIS, is given.

At the conceptual layer the GIS described here operates on geographic objects called
features. Each feature is defined independently from any appearance in spatial data, in
other words it does not depend for its existence on any overlay or images. Features are
grouped by their type, with each type described by a class within the conceptual data
model. The class is a collection of methods, data structues and parameters to govern the
behaviour of a particular type of object. Class descriptions are augmented here by
knowledge regarding the recognition of features in remotely-sensed scenes, and by
methods to facilitate their extraction.

A formalism based on the IFO semantic data model (Abiteboul & Hull, 1987) is
presented to describe the sffucture of the system. The IFO model has been used by many
researches as a means of expressing object-oriented concepts within data models
(Roberts et. al., 1991), (Worboys et al., 1990). Object Rerieval Calculus (ORC)
(Worboys et al., 1990), is then used to detail the semantics of a coupling between image

aFor a full discussion on the three layer ANSVSPARC architecture mentioned here (as used .in relational
databases and GIS design) see for example Korth & Silberschatz (1991).
5In many GIS currently available, the converse is rue; the geometry deJ'ines the feature. It is to the
geometric description that an identifier is added to act as an index into a table of aspatial attributes.



data and feature descriptions. ORC is an extension of Domain Relational Calculus
(DRC) (Lacroix M and Pirotte A, 1977); an overview of the relationship between DRC
and the more traditional relational algebra is given by Ullman, (1988).

ORC (and DRC) work in the following manner. The object-types to be refrieved (O)
form the target list and are associated with free variables (.t) that are said to range over
the domain of each object type.

{ - r , :  O , ,  x r  O , , . .  . ,  x n  O n }

Each free variable is then instantiated with corresponding objects from the
corresponding class. A qualifying clause is used to place resricdons on the retrieved
objects, and is defined by relationships between the various object properties and other
functions, constants or objects. Further free variables may be infoduced in the qualifying
clause to support these relationships. When dealing with composite objects (that is,
formed by aggregation or association), it becomes necessa-ry to use their properties
(which of course are also objects) in order to test certain conditions. This can be
achieved by the use of functions that test for a certain condition and return either TRUE
or FALSE. Examples of such queries are given in Worboys et al. (1990).

To provide ORC with a means of examining the properties of an object explicitly, two
additional operators have been added into ORC. Specifically, these operators reflect the
two ways in which complex objects are assembled, by aggregation or association. They
allow free variables ranging over objects to be constrained to form (part of) another
higher order object in a manner that reflects the IFO model closely.

(i) Aggregation
This construct is used to search over several object properties and then associate the
properties with a higher order aggregate object.

r :  O , l l x r :  O r x r :  O r ,  . .  . ,  x n t  O ^ ( x r :  O r x " :  O r , .  . . ,  r , r  O ^ l  @  r

The implied meaning is that free variable r ranges over objects of type O'. For the
condition to be TRUE, the additional free variables, xt,x2,...xn together form an object

of type O.@O2@Q which must be a sub-type of O,, and additionally, the values

associated with .r,, r,,....rn must describe a valid object of type O, as refereed to by r.

(ii) Association

r :  O, . f  ! .u r :  Orx" ' .  Or , . . . ,  xn t  O, (x r :  Orxr ' .  Ot ,  .  .  . ,  x , :  Or l  6  r

Here, r represents a set of objects formed by association, i.e. all of the same type. Hence
for the condition to be TRUE, .{1 , ,\ " ,. . . 

-l', must be free variables of the same type as the

elements of r, and values associated with r:,, xr,. . . x, must form a proper subset of r, (or

an element of r when n = l\.
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2.0 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEENFEATURES AND THEIR SPATIAL
REPRESENTATIONS

Recall that there is a need to support several distinct spatial representations of a single
feature, thus allowing a particular representation to be chosen according to needs
defined by the current task. The resulting increase in flexibility gives rise to an entirely
new problem; that of selecting or creating the most appropriate spatial representation for
a given set of circumstances. Such a task clearly falls outside the experience of non-
expert users. Two things are immedia0ely obvious: (i) a means of distinguishing amongst
the available candidate representations must be developed and (ii) the selection or
creation of appropriate representations must be handled where possible in an automated
manner and not by the user. Provision must also be made for expert users to configure
and override the default actions of the selection mechanisms when they prove
inadequate.

Consider the case of reffieving a single feature / of type F identified by a qualifying
condition. Each/may have many distinct spatial representations forming a set

R =  { r r , r r , , , , r ^ }  .

Each time that/is referred to, its spatial representation must be instantiated with a single
value, r € R. That is, before/can be displayed, or take part in any spatial operation, a
suitable representation must be found (or created), and associated with/. It is only then
that any derived spatial properties pertaining Io f can be computed, (such as shape, area,
perimeter length). The binding of / to r is delayed until runtime to maximise flexibility
according to the current context, as defined by the data under investigation, and the
operation being performed.

There are a number of possible scenarios regarding different representations of each
feature that must be considered.

1. A feature has exactly one candidate faithful6 representation. This is usually the case
when dealing with data supplied already in feature form, as is common with digitised
boundary data. Its behaviour over time and with respect to accuracy of interpretation
cannot therefore be an issue.

. . . ln l= t
2. f has several candidate raithful representations. Recall that there are many possible
reasons why multiple representations may be required, as described in Section 1 above.

. ' . lR l> 1
The representation supplied must be selected according to pre-defined rules, as
described in Section 3. Note that if none of the existin g r are suitable for the current task
then execution skips to 3. below.

3. / has no suitable representations. The manifest behaviour of features of type F in
image data is known to the system, but no appropriate extraction of these features has

64. faithful representation attempts to describe the true geomehic shape of a featue at a level of detail
appropriate to the current scale, as opposed !o an iconic representation, that is simply used to show or
mark the presence of a feature with no implied geometry lRoberts et al. 1991].
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been carried out as yet. Hence any reference to the spatial properties of / must be
preceded by some image processing or scene understanding method to firstly ident'fy
elements of type F, by forming a purposive interpretation of appropriate image(s) and
secondly to extract/from that interpretation.

"' lnl 
= o

As an aside, it is worth noting that in theory the number of elements in R could be
infinite when interpreting image data. This in turn would cause safety of expression
problems with the calculus. The situation is avoided by restricting R to include only
those interpretations that can be made using the cuffent set of methods and initialisation
pa.rameters, which is of course finite.

3.0 SELECTING AN APPROPRIATE SPATIAL REPRESENTATION

In scenario I above, the single available spatial representation is taken by the feature.
Scenarios 2 and 3 proceed in a similar manner. In both cases, that which constitut€s a
good spatial representation is calculated as described below by formulating a context
over which the representation would be appropriate. On completion, the required
context is compared with the contexts of spatial representations already computed and
stored. If a match is found, then the matching representation is returned, otherwise a
representation is built specifically to satisfy the context.

Consider now the factors that determine how a particular spatial representation, suitable
for a given task, is selected or created. The following example problem is used to
illustrate the governing factors.

"Derive a series of roads from recent image data of region X to form a
tr ansportation networ k."

The important consfaints acting on the data are:
(i) The image used must show up roads in some way. Raw data must therefore be
available in apprqpriate specta, and at a high enough resolution for roads to be
detectable. All of the above are properties of the sensor platform.
(ii) The data used must cover the area of interest (region X) and at the time of interest
(as up to date as possible). These are properties of the images.
(iii) The interpretation of the image must emphasise linear conductivity and produce
Linear geometry and topology as a result, with road segments represenied by arcs and
nodes. (linear topology is generally used for network analysis.). These are properties of
the extraction methods applied to the image data.
(iv) The resulting spatial representations of the road segments must be reconciled with
any feature data already held in the database concerning other properties of these roads.

The example demonstrates that the supplying of a suitable spatial representation for
features of a given type can be divided into four distinct tasks:

(il Identify the most suitable capture device for the feature-type of interest.
(ii) Find the most suitable images that covers the area of interest at the time of interest.
(iii) Apply the most suitable methods to the image, such that the resulting

representations best suit the task and are of the correct spatial type (point I line I
polygon).
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(iv) For each feature of interest, bind together the detected spatial descriptions with
other non-spatial object properties.

The context over which a particular representation is applicable is composed of all the
input variables that influence each of the tasks outlined above. A description of the tasks
follows, in which each of these variables are infoduced and described in turn. For each
task, an accompanying IFO fragment is shown in figures 1-5.

3.I Selecting a Capture Device (Sensor)

Since images can be derived from a number of different sources, the frst task is to
choose a suitable sensing plaform. Two factors need to be considered:

(i) Sensing Capabilities
A capture device, such as a satellite or airborne scanner, has a set of physical properties
that together determine whether it can be used to detect features of a particular type.
Specifically, each plaform type nypically operates a number of sensors over various
wavelengths. Remote sensing expertise is used to translate this information into a set of
feature-types that can be detected by each pafticular sensor. The actual physical
properties are not stored, in order to gleatly simplify the task of selecting an appropriate
sensor. Instead, the expert knowledge is included in the structure as a set of feature-
types deoectable by a sensor.

(ii) Sensing Resolution
When selecting a spatial representation it is important to consider the degree of precision
with which the feature is to be described. Obviously, sensors with a higher spatial
resolution will be able to produce more detailed spatial representations. To enable an
automated choice to be made between various sensors as a source of images, two values
are given; representing the highest and lowest map scales at which the sensor should
normally be used. A decision is made by comparing these values with the map scale
currently in use. By default the map scale is calculated from the resolution of the current
output device (usually the screen), or set manually by the user. Table L shows an exfract
of the sensor information used for three different types of captue device.

teatures.

The sensor object has the following structure, as depicted in figure 1:

object-type sensor
properties

sensor_type: string
set { detects: feature-type }
start_scale: scale
end_scale: scale

Sensor Scale Start Scale End Detected Feature-tvpes
landsat TM 1:50.000 1:1.000.000{coastline. paddock. wood. .... bush}
spot panchromatic 1:25.000 1:1,000,000{coastline, wood, road, ..., paddock}

dieital air photo 1:10,000 1:100,000 {road, river, buildine, ..., lot}
Table 1: Default settings for scale ranges and preferred image sources for geographic
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The variables required to select an appropriate sensor are:

(i) target: the feature_type of the subject of the current task
(ii) scale: from the current scale

The selection of an appropriate sensor can be expressed functionally as:

detects: (sensor, target, scale) -+ boolean

applied to each sensor in turn or, given in ORC, as:

s: sensorll a: feature-type, b: begin_scale, c: end_scale (o, b, cl @ s n /r\
( t a r g e t l Q a , . . b s s c a l e n c ) s c a l e  \ r ' '

The result (in either case) is a set of objects of type sensor for which the condition is
TRUE.

3.2 Selecting an image

The next task is to select a subset of images that are suitable data sources for the
required spatial representation. An image typically consists of several raster layers or
bands, forming a set of multi-valued pixels. Equally important are various meta-data
describing where and when the image was captured and measures of unceriainty
associated with capture and registration. The structure of an image object is shown in
figure 2. Note that an image has a spatial window that is a specialisation of a polygon,
and a capture date, that is a specialisation of a temporal object. The temporal object can
represent arbifarily complex time values such as a single date, a range of dates (an93-
dec94), or a periodic (seasonal) value across severd years (an-feb, 87-93). A good
review of temporal behaviour in GIS is given by Langran, (1992).

object-type image
properties

image_data: raster
platform: sensor
coverage: spatial_window
capture_date: date

The variables required to select an appropriate image are:

(i) spatial_extent
A window of interest is defined on the dataset under investigation. This is under direct
control of the user and can be set to a certain area within the dataset that is currently of
interest. The window gives the spatial extents of any operation and is defined by a two
dimensional geomefy. This geometry may be arbinarily complex or just a simple
rectangle. The default is to take the exlents of the current output device.

(i) temporal_extent
Analogously, the user may be concerned with a particular historical time or times and
this in turn gives a temporal extent. The default here is to consider the most recent data
as the most useful.

A function named incident is used to test for the two above conditions. It is an
overloaded (polymorphic) function in that it can deal with both spatial and temporal
comparisons.
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incident (s/, s2) + boolean sI, s2 ue of any spatial type (point I line I polygon).
Returns TRUE if s1 and s2 are spatially incident.

incident (tl, t2l -+ boolean temporal: tI and t2 are of type temporal-object.
Returns TRUE if r/ and t2 aretnmporally incident

(iii) sensors
From the results of the previous stage, a set of appropriate sensors was identified. This
set is used here to ensure that the selected image(s) originate from suitable platforms. As
a function the operation is expressed as:

covers (i tna g e, { s e ns or s l, s p at i a I _e x t e nt s, t e mp or al _e xt e nt s) -+ boolean

The function (expressed in ORC) is:
i: imagel3 d: sensor, a spatial-window, f : date (a, u, fl @ i n (d) O sensors n /r\

inciOent(e, spatial-extenl) n incident(f , timporai-extent) \L)

3.3 Selecting an Image View

An image view represents the outcome of applying a particular image interpretation
method to an image. The interpretation object shown in the IFO fragment (Figure 3) is in
fact an aggregation of a method and a set of instantiating pal'ameters as described in
Section 1.5. Individual instances of features are not necessarily produced, but rather the
view is akin to a classified image usually containing two classes, of_interest and other,
although it may be probabilistic in nature. An image view has the following structue:

obj ect-type image-view
properties

source: image
geometry: spatial_type
formation: interpretation-method
result: overlay

The type overlay is a generalisation of two forms of classified image, containing either
raster or vector data, and a legend or key (Roberts et al., 1991). The image
interpretation method is chosen by examining the methods lisled in the appropriate
object-class description. Table 2 shows a small portion of the class description for the
surfa c e d- ro ad feature-type.

TabIe2. Extract of the surfaced- road feature-type class
description relating to image interpretation.

TThe method used in this instance attempts to emphasise connectivity, Rather than applying an

approach based on classification il relies oo 4elscting edges or more accurately localised changes. A

high leveLrelaxation process is then used to link up any disjoint segments (Gahegan & Flack. 1993).
sThe method recognises roads by a combination of spectral and edge evidence. An estimation is made d
road geometry which is then oredayed onto tle original image resampled to a higher resolution. The

sub-sampled pixels around the road areas are reclassified accordingly (Flacket al,1994).

sensor interpretation method Darameters Spatial data type
LandsatTM linear connectivityT (exoert knowledee) line
Spot Panchromatic sub pixel region8 (expert knowledse) resion
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An expert user can insist that a particular method be used via a mechanism described
later in Section 4. In the normal case however, suitability is taken to be the
appropriateness of the resulting geometry (point I line I region) to the curent operation.
Where different geometic types could be used to describe the feature it is important to
choose a representation that suits the algorithmic requirements of the opelation. The
suitability of each data type to particular operations is defined in a lookup table, a sample
of which is given in Table 3.

Operation Soatial data tvoe
calculate area resion
calculate centroid reslon

network connectivitv line

Table 3: Extact of the spatial data types needed for particular operations

The variables required for this task are:
(i) images (a set of suitable images, from the results of the previous task)
(i) geometry (derived from the current operation, or NULL)
(i-ii) method (exfraction method and associated parameters; set by expert, or NULL)

The function to determine if a view is suitable is therefore:

views (view, {imagesl, geonxety, methofl -+ boolean

The ORC clause for this task is:

v: viewl3g: image, ft: spatial_type, j: interp-method(g, h, jl @ v x
(SlAi^"g"s x(geometry = hv.Seometry -  NULL)n (3)
(method = j v method = NULL)

3.4 Applying extaction methods to Views

The goal of this stage is to reduce the set of spatial representations to those ploduced by
a suitable extaction mechanism. A spatial representation is actually formed by applying
an extaction method to an image view, thus isolating a feature of interest from the rest
of the view. In simple cases, the extraction method is a region detector that groups
together graphical elements or pixels into a spatial object. If the view is probabilistic,
then the extraction method works by grouping at a probability threshold given as an
input parameter. As with image view formation, the extraction method actually consists
of a method and set of parameters. By using different parameters, it is possible for
several representations of a single feature to be constructed from the same image view;
hence the need to differentiate between them.

In complex scenes, the exfaction methods and parameters together form sophisticated
scene understanding tools utilising expert knowledge conceming feature size and shape,
and other typicality measures. The methods and parameter values for extl'action are
stored in a similar manner to the image interpretation knowledge shown in Table 2. Ttre
shape of the spatial representation is described by a spatial_object that contains data in
either raster or vector form as depicted by the IFO fragment in figure 4.
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The object-type spatial_representatiol has the following structure:

obj ect-type spatial-representation
properties

source: image_view
formation : exf action_method
shape: spatial_object

The input variables required at this stage are:
(i) views (a set of suitable image_views, derived from the previous task)
(ii) method (an exfaction method, and associated parameters, or NULL)

The function to select only suitable spatial representations is:

extracts (representatiott, lviewsl, metlxod> -+ boolean

Expressed in ORC this becomes:

r: representationlSt: image_view, /: extraction_method(fr, /) @ r n
(kl0views n(method = I  rmethod = NULL)

3.5 Associating spatial representations with features
The final task is to link together a spatial representation with each feature targeted by the
curent operation. The structure of the feature object-type is shown as an IFO fragment
in Figure 5 and detailed below. A discussion follows on each property of this object-
type.

object-type feature
properties

set { description: aspatial_object }
marker: object_marker
f acker : tracking_method
set { appearance: spatial_representation }

To enable the appearance of features to be tacked from one image to another, an
approximate place marker is used. The marker must be configured initially and in most
cases a centroid is sufficient. A method (tracker), is used to locate the correct spatial
representation given a marker. The simple case is to look for a spatial representation
whose centroid is closest to marker. However, the tacking function can be more
complex, such as where the feature under investigation is moving (e.g. an oil slick). In
this case the method used examines a specific distance around a point, possibly in a
particular direction. The tracking function is applied in the following manner:

tacks (feature, representqtion, method, markerl -+ boolean

As spatial representations a.re successfully tracked, they are added to the set 'appearance'

shown in the above structue.

In a similar manner to the spatial representations, other descriptive properties can and do
change over time. Unlike spatial properties, they are (in between changes) fixed and not
subject to uncertainty or differences in interpretation. The exception is the derived
spatial properties as discussed earlier, since these are dependent on the spatial
representation.

(4)
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Aspatial properties together form an object that has the additional property of a temporal
object over which the values have meaning. New aspatial objects are created in response
to a change in some property value, and are associated into a set where each element
represents a different time. The mechanism for selection of the appropriate object from
the set is normally determined by the time value associated with the spatial
representation, i.e. the time of image capture, and is straighforward since only one
aspatial object can be valid at a given time.

Each feature has a set of spatial representations as recognised by the tracking method.

The variables used in this task are:
(i) representations (a set of spatial representations derived from the previous task)
(ii) feature (feature of interest)

In the event of refiieving a single feature, the selection of an appropriate spatial
representation can be expressed as:

represents (s p at i a I _r e p r e s e nt a t i o n, fe a nff e>'. -+ boolean

or more formally:

r: representation l3.f: feature, ll?: spatial- representation .f = feantre /(\
( n l @ f n ( r l a r n  \ v /

By this stage all candidate representations are deemed to be suitable for the current task.
In the event of more than one being available then selection can either be albitrary, or
further criteria may be considered.

3.6 Combining the Tasks

The ORC expressions I to 5 described above can be summarised as follows:

(1) detects: (feature_type, scale) -+ {sensor}
(2) covers ({sensorl, spatial_extetfis, temporal _extetts) -+ {image}
(3) views ({imcgel, geometry, iilterpetationlnethod) -+ {view}
(4) exracts ({view}, extraction_nrcthod) + {representation}
(5) represents ({representation}, feanre): -+ representation

Combining each task, a representation is considered valid if the following compound
expression is TRUE:

r: representationl3i: image, s: sensor, v: view
detects(s, target, scale) ,r, covers(s, i, spatial-extent, temporal-extent) n
views(i, v, geometry, tnethod) n extracts(v, r, extraciott-method) r'
represents(r, feante)

For a given spatial representation the expression above evaluates to either TRUE or
FALSE. Where a suitable representation cannot be found or made then one or more
conditions must be removed, and where more precise control is needed then one or more
conditions must be added. ln practice the expert configures a series of expressions for
certain scenarios. The expression given above is a useful default.



For each feature-type a list of expressions is stored in the data model. Expressions are
ordered such that if one proves unsuccessful, then another (with terms relaxed or absent)
is tried. The problem of assigning weights to particular terms and then choosing the
outcome with the highest accumulated weight is for the present deliberately avoided.
The selection of suitable weights is problematic and increases the demands placed on the
expert.

3.7 A definition of Context

Context is being used here to determine which spatial representation is most suitable for
the current task. Context is being applied not in a data sense (Roberts & Gahegan,
1991), but in a task oriented manner. T\e context of each representation r of a feature/
of type F is defined by the expert knowledge held and:

(s c a I e, s p at i al _e xte nt s, t e mp o r al _e xt e nt s, I e o me try,
interpretation _method, extraction methocl)

with constants / and F. Values for each of the context terms can be gathered quite
simply at the time of execution.

In the IFO diagrams shown in figures 2-4, the context is depicted for an image, image
view and spatial representation by including with the each of these, the object from
which they were formed. This gives a kind of audit frai1, giving access to each of the
variables defining the context thus allowing tests of suitability to be made. A more
elegant means of expressing this idea is to imagine a context object, associated with the
results ofeach stage, and storing the values for the context variables given above.

4 EXPERT CONFIGURATION AND INTERVENTION

In some cases more than one representation may be required from the same raw data. To
facilitate greater control over the formation and selection of such spatial representations,
the following mechanism is provided for the expert user.

Each of the context variables described are instantiated either from expert knowledge,
from the current task, or from a combination of both. To produce a different spatial
representation then any of these variables may be changed, or new clauses added into the
expression. For example, if it was necessary to work only with the most up to date
image data available, then expression (2) would become:

i: imagel-d: sensor, e: spatial- window, f: date (a, 
", f) 

@ i ,^, (dl Q sensor r,
incident(e, spatial- extents) r,
Vi': image, d :sensor, e' :spatial- window, / :date (rt ,e , /) O in
(d)O sensors,^. incident(d ,st)atiol_extents)^ f < f

That is, select the image (i) where the location, time and sensor_type are suitable, and
for all other suitable images (i), none were captured at a more recent time.
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4.t SpecialisingContext

A particular context, when constructed for a specific purpose, is denoted by a special
name so that it may be used by a non-expert. A typical subset of contexts used in
agricultural landuse analysis might be:

WHEAT-MAX-EXTENTS exffaction aims at retrieving the entire field
(the exraction mettrod uses a loosely-constained
region grower and geometric evidence)

WHEAT-MIN-EXTENTS only the cropped area is extacted
(extraction is based stronglv on spectral evidence)

WHEAT-FULL-CROP where time is just before harvest
( week 26 <date week > 35)

WHEAT-NO-CROP where t is after harvest
(week 40 < date < week 52)

Contexts can be logically combined (ANDed) (provided no conflict is introduced) to
impose further constraints. For example:

B EST-FIELD-B OUNDARY = MAX-EXTENTS N FULL- CROP

BEST-CROP-BOUNDARY = MIN-EXTENTS n FULL-CROP

4.2 GeneralisingContext

In certain situations, it may not be possible to fully satisfy all consfraints acting on the
selection of a spatial representation. In this case a less desirable context may be applied
where certain terms are relaxed or omitted. Some examples are given below:
(1) The representation chosen may fa! outside of the current Time Window (T) since no
appropriate image source exists for this time. Any resulting map may not accurately
represent a given time.
(2) The specified exffaction method fails to recognise a targeted feature.
(3) The representation selected has a scale/resolution significantly different from other
representations currently selected.

Any simplified context may result in the user being unaware that certain integrities have
been violated. Some simple rules are applied so that the user can be informed of
potential problems. Each rule may be separately configured into 3 states (ENFORCE,
WARN, IGNORE). ENFORCEd rules may not be violated. Any spatial representation
breaking such a rule is never selected, even if it is the only one. WARN rules will cause a
message to be printed out to a special area if violated. IGNoRE rules are disabled, and
no action is taken if violation occurs. The inclusion of these rules allows system
behaviour to be customised to some extent for particular applications.

Rules have the general form: (name, condition, state), for example the rule to check for
spatial representations falling outside of the currently selected temporal extent is:

TEMPORAL_CONSTRAINT: incident (date, temporal_extent) = FALSE -+ WARN
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A description is presented of adaptive behaviour when exfacting geographic features
from image data under different conditions and for a range of tasks. These demonsfrate
the benefits to the user arcrued from the architecture described above.

The system described here is an attempt to integrate the entire process of image
manipulation with GIS and to propose a framework whereby the resulting semantic
issues can be resolved. As such it is a step forward, but is not meant to be a definitive
solution. A number of simplifications have been made along the way, in order to ensure
that the resulting system is realisable. Areas where further complexity may be required
include (i) the use of several image sources to produce a single spatial representation and
(ii) the refinement of the range of scales over which a sensor may be used, replacing this
with specific values for each feature-type. In addition, no optimisation is applied at any
stage in the tasks described. In practice many standard spatial and aspatial indexing
lechniques could be utilised to reduce the performance degradation but these would only
serve to complicate the explanations given.

Generally, the automated understanding of complex scenes is still a long way from being
fully realised; any system built to address this problem will necessarily be highly complex
and involved. Specifically, in order to further improve image integration two problems
must be understood in greater detail. The frst concems the feature exhaction process,
particularly the generation of better methods for feature extraction and is the subject of
ongoing research by the author and colleagues (Gahegan & Flack, 1993), (Flack et al.,
t994). The second concerns the needs andgoals of users of the system. These must be

fully understood before any adaptive behaviour of a GIS can be idealty suited to the
tasks which they carry out. Further research is required in this area.
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FIGURES

Figure l: IFO fragment describing the strucure of the SENSOR objecr

Figure 3: IFO fragment describing the structure of the IMAGE_VIEW objecr

Figure 2: IFO fragment describing the structure of the IMAGE object.
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Figure 4: IFo fragment describing the structure of the SPATLAL_REPRESENTATIoN object

Figure 5: IFO fragment describing the sructure of the FEATURE object.
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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we describe the spatial access method z-ordering and'

its application in the context of the research project GODOT, which is basecl on

the commercial object-oriented database system objectstore [l,LOW91]. After

identifying a range of spatial predicates, we show that the intersection .ioin is of

crucial importance for spatial joins. Next, we propose an efficient rnethod for

query processing, which takes advantage of z-orclering and uses thc conventional

indexing mechanisms offered in current database systems (e.g., relational ancl object-

oriented).

1.  INTRODUCTION

Spatial data management is an important database application area wherc ob.lect-

oriented database concepts can be utilized efficiently in a variety of rvays [GL94]'

As a result, such techniques are gradually being integratecl into GIS (geographic

information system) products, and object-oriented spatial database systems are

being implementecl on top of commercial OODB systems [GR93, SV92]'

A m.jor conceptual problem that arises in this context concel't ls thc definit ion of

the relevant spatial operations and their eficient computation. Manv efforts ha'vc

been undertaken to define a continuum of spatial queries, also known as querY sp('(:c,

which is complete in a certain sense, and to define data structures which support

the efif icient computation of these queries (cf. [Ege94, Mo192]). Orre of the nrost

important spatial operations \s the spatial join. Gr\nther [Gii93] gives the following

uc teda tFAW(Resea rch Ins t i t u t , c f b rApp l i e t l l ( r r o l v l c t l gc
processing) in Ulm, Germany s ince 1992. GODOT was comrnisstonecl  by the St t t ,c  of  Bacletr -

wiirttemberg, Siemens Nixdorf Informationssysteme AG and siemens AG.
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definit ion of spatial jorns:

The spatial join of two relations R and S, clenoted by RX;61 S, is the set of tuples

from .R x S where the ith column of r? and the 7th column of S are of some spatial

type,0 is some spatial predicate, and -R.i stands in relation 0 to S.j. According to the

terminology used in geographic information systems and object-oriented databases

we wil l also refer to the tuples r e R, s € S, etc. as spatial objectsor geo-objecls and

to the relations .R, S, etc. as object ertents or sels of objects. We assnme (rvithout

loss of generality) that one dedicated column in the relations /i, ,9, etc., is of some

spatial data type and represents the geometry of the relatecl spatial objects. \A/e wil l

therefore r,vrite .R Xe S as a shorthand for the spatial join ,R x,ej ,5 whenever zl and

7 denote these dedicated columns in the relations R and ,5, respectiveiv.

A brief survey of the l iterature yields a wide variety of spatial predicates that may

be used for spatial joins, including

o intersects(r ,  s)

o  con ta ins ( r ,  s )

o is-enclosed-by(r ,  s)

o  d i s tance ( r , s )OE,  w i t h  O  e  { : , 5 , ( , ) , ) }  and  E  ag i ven  rea . l  n t rmber

o nor thwest( r ,  s)

o adjacent( r ,  s)

These predicates check if some spatial relationship between two objects is satisfiecl.

Another class of spatial operations which wil l become important in this context

concerns the "transformation" of geo-objects. Examples are (r € /?, s € ,9):

convex-hul l ( r ) ,  buf fer( r ,  d) ,  nor thwest( r ) ,  geometr ic-union(r ,  s) ,  geometr ic-d i fFerence(r ,  s) ,

etc. A closer inspection of these spatial predicates and operations shows that the

intersectionjoin .R Xintersects(r,s1 S plays a crucial role for the computation of all the

other predicates.

For predicates such as contains, encloses, or adjacent, the intersection join is an

efficient f i l ter that yields a set of tuples (r, s), typically much smaller than the

Cartesian product R x S, which sti l l  contains all solutions to the original query.

That is, the intersection join is an efficient preprocess'ing step.

Most of the remaining predicates (for example, distance, northwest) can be computed

by using the intersection join as a postprocessi,ng step as foliows. In order to compute

the spatial join ^R Xe1,,"y S for one of those 9-predicates) we can apply some function

rbe : R -+ /i, and {e : S -+ S'to ft and ,9 respectively, then compute the intersection

join ,R' Xintersectslr,s) S'. If the functions /p and rf;s have been properly defined, a

tuple (r, s) belongs to the spatial join r? XB(,,,) ,9 if and only if f i '  Xint",r"cts1r,s1 5'.

For example, it is possible to compute the northwest query ft xnorthwestlr,s,1 5 (asking

for all pairs (r,s), where s is situated in the northwest of r) in the following way':

northwest(R) Xintersects(r,s) 5

2Let the northwest-function for a relation in the following formula be defined as the element-wise

application of the northwest-function on the elements of the relation. That is, by using the spatial

attribute ofthe given tuple, the northwest function precomputes the area located to the northwest.
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That is, instead of checking the nolthwest predicate for every pair of tuples in the

Cartesian product of both relations, the northwest fur,ction is appliecl to the first

relation involved, followed by an intersection join rvith the second relation

With this concept it is possibie to leduce the most common spatial joins to an

ordinary intersection join, which requir-es sone pre- and/or postprocessing. The

following table gives a concise overview of the recluirecl t lansformations.

1. ft Xi.-.n.lor.d-by1r,s; ,5

2.  R Xconta ins(r ,s)  '9

3.  f t  Xadjacent( r ,s)  5

4. f i Xou"rl"y(r,r) ,9

5.  R Xd is t .n . . ( r ,syqa ,5

6. B Xnorthwest(r,s) ,5

7. f t  Xn..r.r t-neighbor(r,s)

Postprocessing

-+  d is -enc losed-by( r ,s t (R X in te rsec ts l r ,s ; '9 )

-+  oconta ins( r ,s1(R X in te rsec ts ( r ,s1 '5 )

-+ dcom mon -border(r,s)^not(overla p(r,s))
( R  X i n t . r r " . t s ( r . s ) ' ( )

-+ lcompute-intersection(r,s)(f t  Xint"r.". ts1r,s1 5')

Pleprocessing

-+ bufFer(R, d) Xinturr.ctslr,sl  -5'
-+  nor thwest (R)  X in te rsec ts l r ,sy ,5

,5 '  -+  min(bu f fe r (R.  d ) )  x in t . , . . c ts1r ,s1  ,9

In the above table o denotes the well-knorvn selection operator and p is the tuple

constructot operator. It shor-rld be pointecl or-rt that the abot'e tlansfolmations are

independent of the actual lepresentation of the geometrv.

The lemainder of this paper is organizecl as follon's. In Section 2 ive give a sholt

introduction to z-ordering. In Section 3 $'e clevelop a more formal clescription of the

underlying z-value calculns ancl section 4 shou's that it can be used fol plocessing

and optimizing the most common spatial c;-relies b1' using a minimal set of essentially

four ffunctions. In Section 5, ne i l lustlate the ovelall alchitectule and shou'how

the technique of qr,rery lervrit ing can be appliecl to achieve the presented concepts.

2, Z-ORDtrRING

Although there is a large nunlber of spatial access inclexing technirlues [Gn88,
Koi90], most of these technicl-res cannot be easilf integlatecl into a comtnercial

database system. This papel, horvever. shon's that the ---ordering scherle (see, fol

example, lOM88]) has the potential of being inpletnentecl on top of a commercial

database system. One leason for this is that the z-orclet' ing is a logical Access method

and not a physical one. even if ph1'sical clusteling is beneficial and can be exploited

by ObjectStore.
Z-ordering assumes a recursive decon-rposition of the plane into a hielarchical confi-

guration of rectangular areas knorvn as :-rcgiorts. These z-regions can be identif ied

canonically by binary code strings knon'n as ---r 'a1tte-* consisting of ones ('1') and

zeros ('0'). If the z-value of a given fegion prefires an other z-zvalue, then the

former region encloses the latter: fol example.0O encloses 001. Figut'e I shorvs some

z-regions and their associatecl z-r'alues. An1' spatial object cau be approxirnated by

a set of z-reqions which form the lon'est r,rpper bor-rncl to the spatial extension of the

A. l
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Figure 1: Decomposition of a given object using the z-value appr-oximation.

object .3
Since these z-regions are uniquely identif ied by their associated z-values, the spatial

extension of any spatial object can be appr-oximated by a set of z-values.

Z  :  { r r , 22 ,  . . . ,  z , }  ( n  f i n i t e )

The basic idea in the work presented here is to compute results of spatiai queries

(particularly of the intersection join) on the basis of z-value sets. As we wil l show

in the following section, the computation of spatial queries using z-values can be

performed by means of simple (boolean) operations rathel than by computationally

expensive geometric operations. Like most spatial access methods, hon'evet', the

result of a query using z-values is only a set of candidate objects, which must be

postprocessed using the exact geometries, to eventually f ind those objects that leally

satisfy the inquiry.

3. F'ORMAL MODEL OF QUtrRY PROCESSING USING Z-ORDERING

There are two possible views to desclibe a spatial database using z-ordeling:

1. The z-vahe centered view: each existing z-value is bound to one of more

objects.

2. The object centered view: each object is composed of a set of z-values which

are stored as a set-valued attribute of the object.

Note that these two perspectives are totally different f i 'om the viewpoint of quelv

processing. In the first case, a query using z-r'alues rvould scan the z-value extent

(a collection of all existing z-values) for matching z-values and then search ob.iects

using these z-values. In the second case, one has to retrieve l irst the objects of the

(geo-) object extent (0) and then scan their extent for matching z-values. For our

discussion we wil l use the latter model as a basis'

In the r.emainder, we wil l call the set of all (true) prefixes of the given z-valuc the

o n , t h e z - o r d e r i n g s c h e m e c a n e a s i l y b e e x t e n d e d t o h a n d l e

n-dimensional objects.

l 0 l l
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upper h,ull and all the z-values which are prefixed by a given z-value, the lower
hull. Note that the region fi corresponding to the z-value set Zp is enclosed by
all regions corresponding to z-values in the upper hull. Conversely, R encloses all
legions corresponding to z-values in the lower hull.
In order to develop a rrore formal model of query processing using z-values, we
introduce the following telminology.

. zii a sequerrce of values from {0, 1}

o l:; l : length of ;;, i .e., the number of digits in the 0, 1- sequence

o Z: a nolr-eml)t-v set of z-r'alues

. g : mar(l:; l): a measure fol the granularity of z-values in the database

o pt;(zp): cr-rtt ing operator, cuts the given z-value to the length zi, i.e., leading
digits are preserved r,rp to the length i

o e;(:1): extension operator, gener-ates all possible exteusions up to a given

Iength i

o  Z :  { . r , ( " , ' ) l l r , l  < A < 9 &  z ; € Z } :  l o w e r h u l l

.  Z  : {121( : ; )11 < A < lz ; l  k  z ;e Z} :  upper  i r r , r l l

o Z+ - Z vZ: hull closr.rle

o f): extent of existing (geo-) objects

. oi.Zt z-r'alue set of object o;

Ib eva,luate the submitted queries, rve ha.rre to define how they can be conputed in

the dorna,in of z-vahles. For this purpose! rve inttoduce a minimal set of essentially

for-rl different / fr-rnctions. A mole plecise definition of the ffunction is given in

[GG94]. For our pufpose it suffices to lnow, that each of ffunctions /. transfortns

a set of z-values Z into anothet'set of z-valttes Z'. Mote formally:

E, :  Z - !s  / t

where c denot,es a. cer-tain constlaint defined on this function.

1. du.n",(a)(Z): genela.te, foL a given set Z, a' z-val:ue buffer of distance d: for

conrrenience we assume that distances rvith respect to z-r'egions are tneasuled

in units of the grid size of the underlying cell stlncture

'2. 
6uaju,",*(Z) : du.n".1r;(Z): generate, fol a given set of z-va.lues Z, all possible

vahres of adja,cent cells (tlie dista,nce 1 stands for the grid quarltr-rm)

3.  $. r (Z) :  I  €  {nor th,south,east ,west} :  genelate a l l  z- r 'a lnes s i tua, ted in  the

direction 1.

4. 4Q) 
- Z: cornplte the lowel irull



5. 6Q) : Z: compvte the upper hull

6 .  6+Q):  ZUZ: carry out  the hul l  c losure for  the g iven set ;  for-b lev i ty ,  wi l l

often write Z+ instead of 6+(2)

It should be pointed out that these functions are defined on the level of z-values and

not on the exact object geometries. Hence, all opelations can be carlied out very

fast.
Examples:

1.  d:  g iven Z :  {001,01}  + 4Q):  {001*,01x} ,
that is, generate all z-values having the same prefixa

2.  $:  g iven Z :  {001. ,01}  + OQ) = {001,01,00,0} ,
that is, apply the cutting operator p; successively to the given seL Z.

3. du.s".(a): The effect of the buffer operator is depicted in figure 2.

&0al buflcrfrra givo dish$d

buffcr eenerdterl by rhc bufter r)FatrrcI

l{xl

0 t 1

010

fi)l

(il)

0 l l )  o l t  r { n  l 0 l  l l 0  l l l

0 l  1 0  t l

Figure 2: For the given geo-object and its z-val'te extension a buffer of distance d is

build. Both, the exact buffer and its z-value buffer a depicted. Note, however, that

the z-value buffer is build on basis of the original z-value set'

After introducing these fundamental functions, we can define the most important

operations and equivalences to be used in the sequel:

1. intersection:

intersects(Z' , Z") <+ Z' a Z' + A
<+ {)z' e Z' :  z'  :  l t l" , l(z") k z" e Z"} v

{12" € Z" : z" - 1t1"' ,1(r ')  k z' € Z'}

aWe will elaborate on how to represent these values in terms of intervals in section 4.1

tr[ (il

tx)
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{_+ 12, e Z, .. 2, € Z,,t e Zta 2,,+ + A

<+ 12" € Z"  :  : t t  6  2t+ g l t ta  Z,+ + A

For efficiencv reasons) the equivalence of the last trvo l ines verv important,
since the complexity depends on the cardinalit;, of the participating sets Zt(2,.t).
Due to the above equii 'alences, the spatial intersection (fol z-r'alues) can be
reduced to a simple enclosnre test for one given value at best.

2. is-enclosed-by:

is-enclosed-by(Z', Z") <+ Z' e Z"

<+ Vz' e Z' ' .2'  e Z" :. .

In the above equation all elements are testecl for enclosnre in 2". A siight
variation of the above query reveals a r','a1, how this test can lte clone in a more
efficient wav.

f i : ' € Z ' : z ' ( 2 "
Instead of testing all elements of z' for- enclosure in 2" , t ire negation of the
above equation can be tested more efficiently, i.e., it is sufficient to find one
element of Z' not in 1' to negate the assumption of enclosure. Informally
stated:  

- is-encrosed -by(2, ,2, , )  <+ jz ,  €  z ,  :  z ,  (  2 , ,

3 .  con ta ins :  Z ' )  Z "

contains(Z', Z") : is-enclosed-by(2", Z')

This equivalence enables the optimizer to recluce the contains test to an is

-enclosed-by test or vice versa.

4. QUtrRItrS IN DETAIL

In the next few sections, we wil l argue different kinds of queries and discuss their

implementation.

1. Point Quer-y
Given a point p, f ind all objects enclosing this point.

The given point p is represented by its z-value zo. 'fherefore the quelv asking

for all objects containing this point would be

Q p o i n t :  { o l z o € 9 ' Z  k  o e  Q }

Processing this query would be inefficient since for each object o in the database

one would have to compute the lower hull. A more effrcient way is:

Qpo i . t  :  { o l 1z  e  z ,  :  z  e  o .Z  ko  €  C l }

This means that it suffices to find one z-vaiue in the object extent. which is

inc luded in the upper hul l  o f  the zr .
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2. Window Query
Given a rvindorv tr ', f ind all objects o intelsecting this winciow. 'fhe given

windorv to will be represented by its z-values 2.,. Tbis is in getrera,l a, st:t of'

z-values, since the given winclorv is only congluent in exceptional cases rvith

the underlying grid structr-rre. To find all objects, rvhich ale enclosecl by this

window, we have to carr1, out a hull closulc, i.e., generate all iuteresting z-

values.

{ o l z [ , a o . Z l A & o e f ) ]
{ o l l :  €  Z I : :  €  o . Z  k  o  e  Q ]

3. Region Query
Given a legion of albitraly shape r, f incl a1l objects intelsecting this region.

In contrast to the w'inclow (11erv. u'heLe the sealch region ha.s lectangttlar shape,

the region quely encompasses nlore general shapes. Horvever', { i 'om the i ' ierv of

query processing using z-va.lues the legion qrler'\ '  can be hancllecl analogousl.v

to the window query, i.e., for a given region r and its corresltorrding set of

z-va,lnes 2,,, the cSrery coulcl be erpresseci in the follon'ing tvar':

Q . " g i o n  :  { o l z !  a o . Z  l A . t  o e  Q }

:  { o l l : e  Z ! : z € o . Z k o e  Q }

4. Intersection Querv
Given an object  o6 (o l  a  set) ,  f inc l  a l l  pa i rs  of  objects (o.  o1.)  in tersect ing each

other':

Q in te rsec t i o , '  :  { ( o ' o1 ) l l :  e  ok 'Z  :  :  €  o 'Z ' (  o  e  a }

Note that is not possible to erpress such a clrlerv using tire ObjectStot'e cSrery'

interface, since ObjectStore cloes not offer a tuple constr'r-lctor. A mole leiared

version of the above c1-rery rvhich can be ansu'erecl r.tsing the ObjectStore cluer'1,

facil i tv would be

Q i n t e r s " c t i o . :  { o l l :  e  o . Z  : :  e  ( o p . Z ) + . L  o  e  Q }

5. Enclosure Querl''
Given an object oi., f incl all objects enclosing this object completelr '.

Q "n . Io . . , . " :  { o lV , -  e .  oA . .Z  : :  e  o .Z  &  o  e  Q}

This query r.vould be again ineffi.cient since for all (geo-) objects of extent

the lower hull rvoulcl be compttted. \Iole efficieut lariations ale:

Q " . . I o " . , . " : { o l V :  € o k . Z . 3 l >  : l  : 1 r i ( , - )  e  o . Z  k  o e  Q }

Q",, . Io. . , ."  = {olV: Q ok.Z.1o.:  e :  . t  o e Q}

/)
V  w r n c l o w

:

and
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6. Containment Query
Given an object oa, f ind all objects enclosed by oo.

Qcontainment : {olVz € o.Z : z e ok.Z & o e Q}

7. Distance Query
Given an object o6, f ind all objects within a distance d to o1,.

Qdi" , . ' . "  :  {o l -z  € (du"n" . (a)(o^.2))*  :  z  € o.Z & o e CI}

8. Neighborhood-Query
Find all neighbors of a given object os.

Q." ighbo.  :  {o l lz  € (du"n" , ( r ) (ok.Z))+ :  z  e o.Z & o e Cl}

9. Northwest-Query
Find all objects situated in the northwest direction of a given object oy,. This
query can be expressed by combining two of the introduced 6functions.

Qnorth*est  :  {o l lz  € ( (d" ' . , r ,d* ' * t ) (or , .Z))+ :  z  € o.Z & o e Q}

10. Nearest (Farthest) Object(s)
This kind of query can oniy be expressed in an unsatisfactoly rvay, since one
has to find first the nearest (farthest) distance before the hull closule can be
conducted.

Qnearestobjec - : {ol1z € (d-i.(u'R".gy(o;.211+ : z € o-Z & o e A}

Qfarthestrbjec, : {ol1z € (d-.*(b,r",gy@1,.211+ : z e o.Z & o e f}}

As the reader may have noticed, the first three queries coulcl have been subsumed
under the intersection query, although the given formulation of the intersection quer-y

is geared toward existing objects.

y'.1. Representation of Z-ualues

To handle the z-values in the context of the database systems efficiently, one has to
find a data structure that can be manipulated easily and efficiently. To do this, we

found that t lansforming the tuple (z-r'alue, z-value-length) to an unsigned integer'

is the most promising way. One possible transformation is

z '  :  b ' n * l

wi th

o z': new z-value;

r b: a zero-padded binary representation of the z-value;



. ??: arbitrary number, lvhich has to be at least greater than a certain minimum;

r /: number of valid digits, i.e., the z-vaiue length.

The above formula transforms the tuple (z-value, z-value-length) to one unique
integer-r'aiue. This transformation is not dense, but it is topology preserving (in
tc'r 'I ls of z-oldering), which rneans that region queries can be explessed in the most
natnlal n'ay'.
For example, for the granularity of 6 the z-value 001 is padded to 001000 = 8. The
length of the given z-values is 3 and thus one gets z' : 8.n * 3 for some given ru. By
ciroosing n gleater than a certain nurnber, it is possible to extract easily the length
of the z-valne. To guarantee a fast tra,nsforrnation, rz should preferably be chosen
to the basis  2.

5. QtrtrRY RtrWRTTrNG

5.1. ObjectStore QrLery Interface

The syntar of ObjectStore qneliess is quite simple if one assumes only (very) simple
opera.tions. The genelal stluctnre of a query' is any-extent[: int-expression
:], rvheleby we assulne in the sequel, tha.t each class has au extent consisting of
all objects of this specific ciass. This quel1' r 'etulns all the objects satisfying the
int -expression,  i .e . ,  the in t -expression is  unequal  to  0.  Exis tent ia l  quel ies can
be expressed by enclosing the "where clause" into [7" %] bra,cliets. This quely tetulns
orrlv one object of the extent satisfying the given predicate. If none is fonnd, an
exception is laised.
It should be rnentioned tha,t it is not possible to expless a join betr,veen trvo extents
in a declala.tive fashion. Possible work arounds prohibit querv optimization. A rnore
detailed description of the qrlery intelface ancl quely optirnization can be found in

lor{MSe2l.

5.!. Optinri: ing QtLeries Containing Spatial Predicates

Optirnizing spatial quelies is somelvhat different to "conventional" quer1, optimization
siuce queries frequently consist of a spatial a,nd a non-spatial (thelnatic) part u'herebt'
the spatial part norma.liy inch-rdes expensive pledica,tes in telnrs of conrputationa,l
cost. Or-rr quely intelface, lvhich is built on top of the ObjectStore qnely interfa.cc',
elabora,tes only on the spatial palt, tha,t is, rervrites and optimizes the spatial part

using z-r,alues. This lervritten query is submitted togetirer rvith the non-spa.tial pa,rt

to the ObjectStore query optirnizer. The overa,l l architecture is depicted in figule 3.
Generally. a.l l  possible qr-reries containing spa,tial predicates ald taking advantage of

z-oldering ha,rre to nndelgo the follorving l,r 'a,nsition:

GtrO-QtrERY(. . . )  -+ z-r ,a lue-condi t ion(s)  *  geo-quelr ' ( . . . )

5We wi l l  restr ic t  our explanat ious,  ho'wever,  to the program intcr lhce s ince thel 'apply to the

acl-hoc inter facc wi t ,h sotne rest t ' ic t ious t ,oo.
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This statement i l lustrates that the original query is transfolmed to an angmented
query, whereby the first selection is perforrned using the z-value conclition (filtel

step), generated in the process of rewrit ing the cluery. AII objects which har'<' lrassecl
this z-value test successfully form a set of candidates, which has to be postprocessecl

by applying the remaining predicates. Postprocessing is necessary since the final

evaluation must be done using the exact geometries.
As can be seen from figure 3 it is necessary to irold some additional infolmation to

evaluate the submitted query. To avoid, for example, the superfluous gencL?rtion o{'

not existing z-values while applying the ffunctions, it is beneficial to keep l,racli of

existing z-values. One further needs the ObjectStore query interface ol the meta-

object protocol to acquire further information.

Figure 3: Architecture of the Query Processor

5.3. Erample: Intersection Query

Assume that we are interested in finding the place where thc television towet' in

East-Berlin (tvteu) is located. The tower is representecl in oul exa,mple lty the z-

value "1000, ,  
6 (extended object ,  i .e . ,  not  point ) .  Let  us fur thel  assunle tht r t  thr :

maximum length (granularity) of the z-values is six (.g : t i) and that tht:re exists a,n

extent of z-values, whereby each z-value can occur multiple timr:s atrr. l each existing

z-value is at least associated with one object.

Hence, the intersection query would be expressed in the following wav:

Extended-Object  *  tv teb;
extent [ :  INTERSECTI0N(IvIeb)  : ]  ;

By using

Qintersect io .  :  {o l1z € o.Z :  z  € (os.Z)+ & r , ,  e  O}

Spulial Query Processor

F*"''*l f'il;-l

6We give the z-values using their  0, l - representat ion s inr :e wer founc[  i1,  r t toto i t ts l r t t t  l ivr ' .



the query is tranformed to 7

e x t e n t [ :  ( z v a l u e  = =  r r t Q Q Q l r '  l l  z v a ] . u e  = =  " 1 0 0 "  l l  z v a l u e  = =  r t l 9 r r  l l
zvalue == r r1, )  && intersect ion(geometry,  tv teb->geornetry)  : ] ;

Assuming the transformation given in section 4.1, the intersection query can be
further transformed to (n :5) intervals and integers. The final f inal query rnouid
be:

extent [ :  (161 >= zvalue &8t .  zva]-ue <= 181)
&& intersect ion(geometry,  tv teb->geometry)  : l  ;

This query returns the the place we are looking for: the Alexanderplatz.
As can be seen from the above query it is not necessary for all eiements to test
explicit ly if they are enclosed in the (discrete) set of z-values. The transformation
given above enables one to regroup the z-value set and identify intervals. From the
viewpoint of query processing, this test can be performed much more faster. It is
further noteworthy, that this query can be processed in at least an index-supported
manner by creating indices on z-r,alues.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have shown that the technique of z-ordering is general enough to be
applied in combination with (object-oriented) database systems. One gets the most
out of the offered database functionality without substantial loss of performance
compared to proprietary systems.
It should be noted that the z-ordering approach described in this paper does not
rely on precomputed relationships between spatial objects. Whenever a new spatial
object is entered into the database, it is not necessary to determine and to establish
topological relations to all i ts neighboring objects. It is sufficient to compute the
associated z-vahe set. Existing objects may be disregarded while inserting a new
spatial object into the database. In particular, this makes it easy to compute spatial
joins between objects coming from different sources.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the concept of the y''function can be
applied in this setting to enable the optimization and processing of user-defined
functions in at least an index-supported way. Hence, the combination of z-ordering
and ffunction seems very useful, since one can use spatial indexing and user-
defined functions to compute spatial joins in a straightforward way with a (hopefully)
substantial performance gain. Although we can not report performance results at
the moment, f irst tests are promising.
Current and future work on the optimizer includes the integration of not yet imple-
mented query functionality and further optimization.
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ABSTRACjT. Earlier research was mainly focused on the operation side of
as gis systeur. Less attention has been paicl to the users view on (l lS. This
paper describes an Iuteraction Language which briclge the gap between the
system developers and the eucl users view on (l lS. First the user quelies are
classifiecl. After that, the connecti<.m between operations ancl query classes
is urade. Por eaclt query class, an Abstract Interaction Tool (AIT) neecls to
be developed. A short desciption is given about the principles of the AIT
concept.

1.  INTRODUCTION

In almost all currently available comrnercial (leographical Lrfomration Sys-
tems an SQL-l ike query language is used to query a spatial database. It  is
noticed that these query languages are not srr i table to be usecl cl irectly by
eud-users. I t  is argued that the query language is not suitable to be used
as a spatial query language at all [6]. There are several exteusious proposetl
on SQL:  Spat ia l  SQL [5,  7 ] ,  GEOQL [9] ,  SQLSX [4] .  A l l  these d ia lects  wi l l
lead to an SQL:} standard [:]]. Although this stantlard provicles the necessary
geometric types and functionality, it still contains three severe deficiencies.

oThis research was funded by a grant from TNO-FEL uncler AlO-contract number
9:J/SSSlFEL
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Fi lst ,  there is no way of t lef ining the glaphical  ort tput.  SQL is a query lan-

guage, not au Iuteraction Langrrage. The cluer.y oupttt in a GIS is often

used to create a nrap. Being able to specify the graphical appearance of tlte

quel 'y results,  urakes a ( l lS urore useful l .  Second, SQL is incapable to pro-

cess qualitative queries, knowledge qrreries, and ntetadata queries. Tltese are

funda,nreutal problems arising froni the relational framework of SQL. A GIS

user nr ight need this type of queries. Final ly,  SQL3 is complex. The spat ial

operat iorrs do not f i t  wel l  into the relat ional model.  SQL3 is a database query

language not a GIS query language. Even i f  the SQL syntax is expressed in

a graphical  way by bui lding a query tree, as is current ly done in GEO**

[14],  i t  st i l l  is a,  t latabase language. Object-Oriented approaches l ike in [8]
do not leave the database level eitlier.

OIS has one important feature which distinguishes it frorn other database

applications: the rnap. It seetns to be a waste not to use the map during

interaction. Users are often familiar with paper rnaps and have knowledge

about what is presettted on tlie map. They know how to read a rnap. Using

the map for intet'action gives tlte user a well-known context referettce.

The research goals are to tlesign a (lraphical IIser Interaction Language

which is rrser-fr iendly,  logical ,  extenc{ible,  aud uses the rnap as an iuteract ive

object which cau be interrogated. This language wi l l  be modeled as a layer on

top of a database query language, althorrgh there seelns to be tio obstruction

to use the language to interact directly with a spatial database. The language

consists of two parts: A query language for dealing with the user queries, and

a presentation definition language, which defines the graphical presentatiott

of  the results.
Before an attempt can be rnade to develop an lnteraction Lauguage for GIS

aucl other spatial infornratiou systems, an investigation of the user deurands

ou spatial operations shoulc{ be perfornred. Not only the question "What
does a rrser want to do'1" but also the qrrest iou "How does the user waut

to perform his task' /"  should be auswered. This wi l l  be invest igated in the

lb l low i r rg  sec t io r rs .

2. GIS OPERATIONS C, 'LASSES

There are a large number of dist inct operat ions a ( l lS-user could want to

perfornr. A cornplete set of these operation is not yet defined. Tltere are
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l lowt,v1,1, a srt ta, l l  t t tntr l le,r  o1' f t t t r t la,nreut,al  olrerrat i<,rns which can be rrser l  as
Lrrr i l r l i r rg l l r icks for an Intera,ct ion La,ngrrage. These fuucla,menta, l  operat ions
ca,rr  f re classi f iecl  in the fol lowing way [ ] ,  l l ,  12, l3] .  St,k,ct ion operat ions
t'etrieve da,ta, frottt the database; This is the rr.rost conrnrou perfonned ope-
ration. Tran,s.fornt,ation, oyterations tra,nsfornr selected data for scale, orien-
tatiott, projection, aud presentatiou; Rt:classifi,cation, operatious a,ssign uew
attr ibute values to a set of  objects basecl on ini t ia l  at tr ibrr te values, geo-
ttretry, or topological relatious; (iconle tr' ' ic (isrvlpytatiotr, operations calculate
sir trple geonretr ic values l ike alea, leugth, per imeter,  and distance, l rut  also
rrrore complex calculations like brtffer zone. aud average distance; Tran,sitiuc
(]losure Analysesf8] calculate shortest path, travel time, and maximurn flow.
Tlris carr be done on a line graph or a polygon network; Neighbourhood ope-
rations use neighbourhood infomration to calculate slope, diversity, profile,
arrd interpolation; Map Ouerlay combines two or more nlaps; Both spatial
and thematic attribute values can be combined; ,stati,stics operations calcu-
late stat ist ical  character ist ics l ike percentage, distr ibut ion, f requency, and
correlation of objects of different classes over a specified area.

3. QITERY CLASSES

Beside operation classes oue can do a classification on the qrrelies as well. A
user does not think in terurs of dist inct operations, but iu tenus of queries
and answers. It is therefore useful to try to classify user queries. Possible
user queries have been gathered and decomposed. Query compolteuts can
be dist inguished by examining the type and number of input and output
paraureters of the operatiou. The cornponents are ordered in the following
class cl ivision:

o Thernatic Querir,s: Asking for objects with a simple, thematic attr i-
bute. The input parameter is a one cl irnensional attr ibrrte of an ob-
ject. Examples are: "On which crossroads did happen an accident last
month?", "which buildings have urore than six stories'1" and "l)oes
Amsterdarn have more than 500,000 cit izens?". Note that the last
example only results in a yes or uo allswel', wliile the other two would
result in a set of objects.

o (leometric Que:rir:.s: Asking for objects with a certaiu geometric pro-
pert.y. The input paraureter of an instance of this queryclass can be a
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geonretric attribute of an oliject like itr "Which cities have an area lar-

ger t l tau 801.rn.2?".  Note that the geouretr ic attr ibut of  this example is

not the area but the polygon desc.ribing the shape of the city. The input

para,rnetel can also be a geometric relation with att other object like in

"Which bui ldings are within 10 km distance of this chemical plant?".

Also direct ional qr-rer ies can be stated with instances from this query

class l ike in " lu which direct iou is the rai l road stat iou?".  This query

resrr l ts iu a cotnpass point al lswer atrd is att  exaurple of a query in which

a vir tual  point (a users posit ion) is usecl as a refereuce poit t t .  Di f ferent

would be the quest ion "Wltere is the rai l road stat iot i?",  which results

in a single absolute locat ion.

Topological Qu,erie.s: Asking for objects which have a certaiu topological

propertV or have a certain topological relation with another object or

an object type. Exaniples: "Whicli lakes have islands'1"; "Does the

A4 lead to Amsterdam'l" :  "What ci t ies does the A4 cross";  "Which

highways cl'oss a forest'/". The first exaurple asks for au object with a

certa,iu topological property. The next tht'ee exaurples cotttain relations

between respectively two objects. an otrject aud att object type, and

two object types.

Tran.qitiue Cllosurt Qu,erit's: Asking ttetwork related questiotts. The

network cau be a graph or a polygolt lltap. The input parauleters of

this type of queries are a uetwork a (set of)  stal t ing point(s),  aud a

(set of)  talget point(s).  The result  of  the query is a (set of)  path(s)

formed by a sequence of tneurbers of the ttetwork. Exaurples: "What

is the shortest path fronr- Antsterdatn to Pat'is'1", "What routes can I

take with a sai l ing sl i ip.  having a drarrght of  1.20 tneter,  to go frour

Sneel< to Stavoren'1",  at t t l  "What is the l tea'rest gas stat iot t '?".

^Spatial An,ahlsis an,d Dedu,ct'it,r' C)tLeries; Asking qrtestious otl special

analyt ic ploblems. The conunou plopeltv of the queries front this class

is that the input parauretet' is a, tuap utatle of objects of different types.

The output can be anything frour a single locat ion l ike in "What is

the best place to put an air-detense unit in orcler to control alt area as

large as possible. but at  least contt 'o l l ing this hi l l ' / " ,  a set of  objects l ike

in "Wltat ait'bases are in range the next two hours'?", all area like in

"Which area wi l l  be affected bv this f i re consicler ing this wiud speedl",

or a, cornplete new map like in map overlay. Iisually cotttplex calculation

has to be perfot'tnecl in ortlet' to get all arlswel'. Other exanlples al'e
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sulfa,ce interpolat ior)  al ld sloPe calcrr lat ion in a TIN [10].
o I in,oukdgt '  and Metadata ()utr ies: Asking cluest ions about the reaso-

t t i t tg process or the clata nrodel.  Exarnples are: "What is this object?",
"Wltat are the possible soi l  c lassi f icat ious?",  aut l  "Wlry are these ob-
jects cal lecl  neighbours?".

With the stanclarcl  boolean operatols NOT, AND, aucl 0R, al l  possi l i le rrser
qr re r ies  car r  l le  cons t ruc ter l .

The qrrely classes fot 'nr a users view on (] lS. The operat ion cla,sses ou the
ot l ter hand are a systetn developers view on ( l lS. Relat ing these two classes
will lead to a tnore user friendly CllS without sacrificing any expressive power.
Below an attempt is made to map the operation cla,sses onto the query classes.
If tl i is mapping is succesful, it is proved that the set of query classes is as
powerful as tlte set of operation classes. In other words, all operatious call
be perfortned by cornbining instances of some query classes. This meaus that
lifting the abstraction level fronr operations to queries does not restrict the
user.  I - lnfortunately,  as is shown below, this is not total lv possible. Brrt  with
the addit ion of a Presentat ion Language, the abstrct ion is possible. This
Presentation Language enables the user to specify the way query results
procesed. Results can be presented in tables or graphically with a lnap.

Soure operation classes can be mapped onto the query classes with relative
ease. Members of the ,9election. class are retrieval quelies and are straight
forward nrapped into one of tlie query classes. Reclassif,cation ope'-ations are
updates on the database. These can be seeu as attribute updates and are
therefore rnapped into the thematic queries. Operations from the (]alculatiott,

class are part of a query' e.g. "Which cities have an area larger than 80km2?"
contains tlte areaoperation. Transitiue (,-losurt' maps trivialon its query class
counter part. Ne.iqh,bou,rhood, Stat'i,stit:s, antl Malt Ouerla,y are examples of
spat ial  analyses queries.

The Metadata and l(n,outledgr, queries are addlessecl in [6] and come into
play when a user asks "What does this symbol mean?". The answer coult l
then be: "This is an air f ie ld".  When a ( i lS has a kind of reasoning mecha-
rtism, knowledge queries like: "Why are these two objects called neighbours'1"
c.ould be stated. Since it is not yet c.ouunon to have a GIS combined with a
knowleclge systeur,  this type of operat ions did not come into view often. An
Irt teract iou Language however shoulcl  have the possibi l i ty to state this kind
of cluer ies.
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Trans.forntatiort opetations are perforrnecl on results of queries. These ope-

ra,tion are uot <:overed by any (ll lefy class. Trausfortnation is clearly a part of

the Presenta,t ion Langrrage. This ploves that a quely langrrage at i tsel f  is not

powerful  enorrgh to perform al l  the leqrrestecl  operat ions. The combinat ion

of a Presentatiou Lauguage and a Qrrely Language provides the requested

expresive power.

4.  AT]STRA( ]T  INTERA( ]T ION TOOLS

We now ha,ve a, tramework to develop an lnteraction Language for (leograp-

hical Infomration Systems. The "What?" part of the hrteraction Language

has beeu descri l ied. The "How?" part  is st i l l  uukuowu. For each query class

a,n Abstract l r t teract ion Tool (AIT) [2]  needs to be desigrted. Only a general

overview of the AIT pr incipals is given, urore detai ls can be found in [2] .
The AIT approach will lead to a unifonn way of defining a user query for all

query instances in a class. Syntactically it makes no difference whether the

user asks for the peritneter or the area of an object. The AIT rnodel offers

a tree- l ike hierarchy of interact ion objects.  Each AIT represents a subtree

aud cau be considered as an abstract input device containing a syntax- l ike

expressiou of the requiret{  inprrt-pattem. At the higher hierarchical  levels,  an

AIT clesct ibes the frrnct ions lequiret l  bv a user (what),  wl i i le the lower level

AITs clescr ibe the way they are accornpl ished (how). The AIT level handles

ouly the rrser interact ion. Links with an appl icat ion are needed to get a real

working systetr .

1 , . 1 .  A I T  S y n t a t

An AIT is an input-dr iven module. I t  can be viewed as an object containing

data stnrctrrres and rnethods which are tr iggered by physical  or symbol ic

inprrt .  Syntact ical ly,  the def ini t ion of an AIT contains up to severl  sect ions:

T00L lVanlr' : i,rr,It 'nt erpress'iort,

f o rntal p ararn, r' t e r d et:l arati, o rr,
I o t:al fun t:t, ' i,o n, an, d'u ariabl e d e t' l arati o rts

lot:al A I T de.firtitiort.s
INIT
PROMPT
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ACTION

END Narne

The most i ruportant part  of  an AIT is the input expressiou. This expressiott

is manclatory. It is a regular expression which specifies oll or tnore legal input

str ings. the input str ings are nratched against physical  or symbol ical  input

tokens. The source of the input tokens are the AITs narnes in the input

str ing. One could wri te an AIT for a rr louse. This AIT wi l l  handle al l  everuts

generatecl  by the mouse. The fol lowing operat ions ( in clescettding l t r ior i ty)
a reusec l :  ,  \  $  |  , r  ;  +  &  ?  <>.  Eva lua t ionof  the inpr r texpress io t t i s f rour

left to right, but parentheses may be rrsed to overricle the tlefault ordering.

Let A, B, (-1,  ancl  D be ar l i i t rary operancls,  that is AITs or AIT expressious,

the operators are defined as follows:

Expr Name Meani

A ;  B  l s e q u e n c e  l A f o l l o w e d b y B
A + B  I s e l e , ' t i o n  l A o r B
A & B I concurent I A ancl B are processecl parallel or couc.urettt

A ? B I significance I significant part of A followed by B I

< A > ;  B  l t - ' 1 - , t i o n  l c ' p t i o n a l  A f o l l o w e c l  l r y F |

n 'A I  exponent  I  A;A; . . . ;A wi th  n ec lua l  to  length of  s t r ing

A * B I Kleen star I Zerct or more tinie A followetl bv B
A  $  |  pos t f i x  I  r epezL tA  r r r r t i lA  re t r t rns la l se
A  l g  l c l p r e d i c a t e  l i f  A t h " n B o t h e r w i s e ( . 1  2

As an exarnple a simple AIT describing the picking of an object f rotn a urap

is shown below. The AIT retums the object ic lent i f icat ion nuuber oid of

the picked object. The objects are storecl in a rlatabase. A urouse lttove-

ment whi le the lef t  mouse button is being pressecl caucels the pick act ion.

First there can be an arbitrary numlrer of motrse movenrents before the left

rnouse button is pressecl.  After that,  the object at  the cr l rsor locat ion is

being searched for in the database. l f  the object is founcl,  i t  is l i ig l i l ightet l .

Tlre AITs MouseMoue, LeftMouseDoutrr", arrtl LeftMousr,(lp are all definecl

elsewhere.

TOOL PickObject : MouseMoae(r,y)* ; LtftMoustDoum(r,y) ;

rThis is only rneaningfull i f A is an AIT expression. e.g. A = a;b;c.
zCl mav be omittecl
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Figure l: Forrest Scenery

( MouseMoue(:r,y) * + LeftMouseUp ( ) )
PARAM OUT oi,dtype oid;
VARS rin.f .2, y;
PROCS oidtype f indobject ( in t ,  in t ) ;

/* No local AIT definit ions *i

/ *  No In i t  * /

PROMPT ON Message(",Searching for object");
PROMPT OFF Message("f, icked object %d", oi,d);
ACTI0N oid : f ,ndobject(t: ,y);

Hish,l'ish,t(oid);
PickObier:t : trtLe':

END

In the ideal situatiou, an AIT is a black box of which only two things
need to be kuowu: What function does it  perform, and what input pattenr
tr iggers i t .

Irr the exattrple Mou,seMor,'c and LeftMouseDourn are active at the sarle
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Figure 2: AIT tree of a theutatic Qrrery

tirne. If LeftMouse,Doutrt, becomes tme (when the user presses the left ltlouse

button, MouseMoue and LeftMouseDount, are both deactivated and LeftMou-

se{/p and a new Mouse.Moue are triggered. If either of these two becomes
true, PickObject becomes true and its actions are being executed.

4.2. AIT Tree ,9tructure

As stated earlier, a collection of matchecl AITs form a hierarchical parse
tree. This tree is being traversecl iu a breadclth first search. All leaf AITs
are activated and ready to trigger their parent AIT whettever a user event

takes place. The parsing of the AIT tree is explained using an exatnple.
Figule 1 shows a simple GIS interaction window. This is not au imple-

mented application but only a design. It  contains a scenery with Oaks (cir-
cles) and Pine trees. On the right side is a box with label "Fonns". This
box is called tlte forms slot. This slot is used to perform thematic queries.

When a user drags a copy of an objec.t from the nrap into the fomrs slot, a

fomr is popped up. Tlie fomr has for each attribute a line urade of a tag box,
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the attr i l i r t te nau]e, a,ncl the attr ibrrte valrre. When the box is tagged, the
attr ibrrte valtte is rrsed as a selection criterion in the thenratic quel 'y. When
the box is not tagged, the attr ibute is not used in the query. The fonn con-
tains further a Name field, a "Presentation Brrtton", a "C)aucel" button, and
a "Fiuislted" button.

A thematic query can be constructed as follows: Drag an object (preferably
one with the requested propert ies) into the fomrs slot. Tag the attr ibutes
which are needed in the query. Edit the valrres field if necessary. C,'hange
the pt'eseutation if the tlefault presentation does not suffice. Finally, press
the "Finished" Button. Now the database cluery (e.g. a SQL query) can
be constructedi by the systemi and send to the database system for further
processing. The input pattem of the AIT tree looks l ike:

TOOL ThematicQ : DragObject; DropObject; EditForm* ;
FormButton,Pan,el

END Thernat.icQ

TOOL Fonn fJutt on Pan el : Edit f'rr,sr,ntatiort+ ;
( Fiuish, fluttort * C ant:t:l Button)

END FormButtonPane'l

TOOL EditPre'sentatiorr : f'resentButtott, ; Edi,tForm* ;
Pre,setfi Buttott, P an,el

END E dit f'}re.s e ntatiort,

T00L PresetftRuttonPan.el : FinishBu"tton, I CancelButton * StoreButton
END Preserr,t B u,tt o n, P an e l

For clarity. the fonnal parameters of the AITs are ornitted. The input
patterus fortn a grarnmar. Figure 2 shows the tree structure of this example.
The exaurple consist of two databasxe queries. The f irst retr ieves the at-
tr ibrrtes of the object droped into the forms slot. The second is a kind of

Query- By- Example I I l-r]
Below the forttts slot in figure I is a graphical edit area. In this area, a user

cau constt'uct a, query by dragging objects from the map and add operators.
In the exatnple the qrrery "Which oaks ale closer than l0 nreters to a pine
t ree'ltt
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Figure : l :  AIT tree of a geornetr ic Query

The coustruction of a geometric clrrery is depictecl in figure :1. The figure is
a simpl i f ied tree. I t  has f ive dist inct paths which leacl  to the query examples:
Di.stance, Dire.ction, Perime.ter, Length, ancl Area. The order in which the
user adds the objects to the query construct ion area is i rnportant.  The f i rst
object is always the target object.  This object is the one that meets the cluery
requireutents. The other objects are the cr i ter ia.  [n the exarnple only objects
can be selected, but by aucl i t ioning l lew paths in the tree, new iuteract i<-rn
methods can be introduced. For example the query " ln what cl i rect ion is the
rai l road stat ion' l "  can not be execute with the example tree. When the path
Arrout ; DragObject ; DropObje,ct ; DragObjr:ct ; DropObject is adclecl, this
query can be constructed.

5. CONC)LIJSIONS 8z DISCiI . ISSION

A uumber of authors have already i t lent i f ied the basic operat ions that shoult l
be avai lable in a ( l lS. Li t t le attent iou has been paid to how these operat ions
are offerecl to the user. Au attempt is macle to approach this topic from the
users view. I.lsers think more in terrns of cluestions thau iu terrns of opera-
tiotts. A set of query classes is developed antl ntapped onto the operation
classes. This rnappiug was necessary iu order to prove that the expresive
power of both classes are equal.  I t  tumecl out that query classes are not
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powerful enough by them selfs. Some other language is needed for presen-

tation issues. The task of this language is to allow the user to specify the

presentation of the query results. What color to use, what transformati-

o1s are needed, what symbols to use, are all aspects of this language. This

Lauguage still needs sonte reseatclt.
Fo1 all query classes a AIT has to be developed for perfomring the queries.

The AITs are handling al l  user interaction. A problem remains how to show

the user what possible action he can take at any situation. A advanced help

systenr should be a part of the AIT desc.ription'
The plesented interaction systen is st i l l  in a design phase. Only two of

the quely cla,sses ale (partly) cleveloped now. Future irnplemetttation and

testing a,re needetl.
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3D Modelling

A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF THE BASIC MEANINGS OF
GRADED COMPOSITE SPATIAL RELATIONS IN 3-D SPACE
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ABSTRACT. Natural language, a primary human communication medium, facilitates
human-machine interaction and could help towards a more flexible use of Geographic
Information Systems. In this context, spatial relations serve as the connecting link in
the translation process between visual and verbal space. However, in certain situations,
elementary topological or projective spatial relations are not enough to locate an object
exactly. We have, therefore, extended to composite relations our existing computational
model of elementary spatial relations. The compositions are obtained by using the scaled
minimum of the elementarv relations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prepositions in their spatial meanings (cf. [Retz-Schmidt 8S]) combined with de-
scriptions of placing, an object to be localized (LO) and a reference object (REFO),
build the class of localizotion eapressions (cf. [Herskovits 86]). The semantic analysis
of spatial prepositions leads to the term spatial relation as a meaning concept inde-
pendent of target-language. Conversely, the definition and representation of the se-
mantics of spatial relations is an essential condition for the synthesis of spatial ref-
erence expressions in natural language. For computing topological relations funda-
mental concepts of algebraic topology and set theory can be used. The approach of
Egenhofer (cf. [Egenhofer & Herring 90, Egenhofer & Franzosa 91]) is one of the best
known in this domain. More general approaches, which include also projective spa-
tial relationships, are specifying conditions for object configurations, such as the dis-
tance between objects or the relative position of objects, to compute spatial relations
(cf. [Han8mann 80, Carsten & Janson 85, Peuquet 87, Gapp 94a, Olivier et al. 94]. In this
sense, a spatial relation characterizes a class of object configurations.

The work described here is part of the VITRA (Vlsual TRAnslator) project which deals
with the relationship between vision and natural language (cf. [Andr6 et al. 89]).

Before we focus on the computation of composite spatial relations, the computational
model of the basic meanings of elementary spatial relations in 3-D space is introduced
(cf. [Gapp eaa]).
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Classes of Spatial Relations

topological projective exception

German English German Enelish German English
an at hinter behind zwischen between

bei near links left
fern far neben besid,e

NN xn rechts right
nahe close to iiber aboae

unter below

aor in front of

Table 1: German spatial relations and their English counterparts

2. COMPUTING THE ELEMENTARY SPATIAL RELATIONS

Following [Landau & Jackendoff 93], people do not account for every detail of the ob-

jects involved when they apply spatial relations. These authors propose that spatial rela-

tions depend mainly on boundedness, surface, or volumetric nature of an object and its

axial structure (cf. also [Talmy 83]). Hence, an approximole algorithm can be utilized for

the computation of spatial relations, considering only the essential shape properties of an

object (cf. [Mukerjee & Joe 90, Abella & Kender 93, Rajagopalan 94]). For instance, in

most cases the center of gravity is sufficient to approximate the located object, because

its position is the only information that counts for establishing spatial relations. The

following idealizations are currently provided in our model:

o Center of graaity

o Bound,ing rectangle (BR)

The bounding rectangle of an object with respect to a direction vector d, is the

minimum rectangle which is aligned to ri and contains the 2-D representation of the

object.

c 2-D representation
The base of each object (necessary when perceiving objects from a bird eye's view,

e.g. ,  maps) .

o Bound,ing right parallelepiped (BRP)

o 9-D representation
The complete geometrical description of an object.

Three distinct classes of static spatial relations are considered: The topological relations

(e.g., at and near), the projective relations (e.g., in front of , right, and below), and the

relation between, which takes an exceptional position in the group of spatial relations.r

Table 1 shows the 13 different German spatial relations and their English counterparts

considered at the moment.

lln the sequel only the English expressions for the German prepositions are used. Slight differences

between the German and the English may appear.
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The algorithm for the computation of the basic meanings of the topological relations
(like at or near) considers the distance between the LO and the REFO. The distance is
measured in a local eateniled coord,inate system which is aligned to the REFO's orientation.
The extended axes are scaled bv the REFO's extension in each of the three dimensions
(Figure 1).

-z

Figure 1: Definition of the local coord,inate system

The computation of projective relations also has to include the scaled (local) deviation
angle of the LO from the canonical direction implied by the relation.2 The dependency
of the local distance and the local angle from the REFO's extension ensures for a bigger
REFO in a dynamic enlargement of a relation's region of applicability (cf. [Gapp 9aa]).
Spatial relations arc fuzzy (cf. [Freeman 75, Logan 94]) and the evaluation of the ap-
plicability of a spatial relation can difier from one person to another (cf. [Kochen 74]).
We map, therefore, the local distance and the local angle to user adjustable cubic spline

functions Splinep"l, which allow also a cognitively plausible continuous gradation of the
applicability of the relation (cf. [Zadeh 65, Zadeh 68]). Figure 2 shows examples of spline
definitions for the relations al and near. The product of both spline values determines
the degree of applicability DAna of an elementary projective spatial relation.

To cope with relations like in front of or right, in three dimensions some approaches
project the objects to a plane orthogonal to the direction of gravitational force (cf.

[Olivier et al. 94]). But this is insufficient, for instance, if a plane is flying over a house,
such a procedure would describe the plane as being in front of the house, if the plane's x-
and y-coordinates are pointing to a location in front of the house. Therefore it is necessary
to cope with a fully 3-dimensional computational model.

2This holds in any case for questions using uiere, e.g., "Where is lhe next phone booth?". It is likely
that this kind of distance concept has to be dropped, if the query is fully specified, i.e., the two objects
and the relation are used in the query. For Instance, if an object .,{ is exactly to the right of an object
B but far away: The queetion, "Is .A to the right of B" must be affirmed, independently of the distance.
To get a well-founded answer we designed (3D-SEE), an experimental environment to get psychological
evidence about these problems. (3D-SEE) will also allow us to adjust our computational model to the
average as humans do.

LO

&
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Figure 2: Evduaiion fundiotrs of iLe prdinal r€ion coi.eoing di dd ,.dr

The nodel wc prt*nied 6n be dlplied lo 2'dimetuional e.9., maF,6 {ell s i! 3-
dinensional .nvnonnens, In ihe lait( .se, {e sei r 3.din.osional cxtcndad r.sio. oa
applicabiltly lor spriial rclations. This scns resonablo rnd neesary whetr we look at
Fisure 3, becaue "r,r. , o i, /rcnr o/ n. aEIo' b an a,lequare appl icar ion ot rhe spariat
relarion ir /err o/ arthoush rhcr is a v.rtical difi.En.e b.twco the ,o ad ile ,!rFo

Eqe3: tn Lo k Lont otthe REro

To set .n idea of a spaiia.l El.tim's appliobilitr struclure {e *tende,l the sccalled ,o
..dial r6.ld pEkntaiion ol r spatial Elatiotr kt lYanada ci al. 33, Sclidr & Sropp 93])
into ile thiid dimdsion (cr. Icapp sa6). fd i,$rnc, Fisurt a is a
the 3-D applicabilily stNcture of a6ou (.) and nsn, (b) usins a buildins s /iEIO. Thc
darler rhe srey aea ol lhe relaiion! r.gion ot alplkabiliry aE, rle higief h ihe desE

3. COMPOSTTIONAI, USE OF SPATIAL RELATIONS
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table 2.
We define two classes of 2-place composite spatial relations, the Z-place composite pro-

jectiue (Rel!$), a composition of two elementary projective relations, and the 2-place

composite projectiue topological (Rel'z$), which is a combination of a projective and a
topological.

Before the algorithms are explicitly given, we will first consider the requirements for
a computational model. To give an idea of how different models of Relzl, are structuring
the space, five different approaches are shown and evaluated by these criteria. The final
result will be that it is possible to use the same basis algorithm for Ret2$ and, Rel!!r.

1.1 Requirements for the Computation

The requirements for the computational model are divided in two parts. The first five
criteria are more general and the last two are more dependent on the underlying model
for the computation of the elementary relations. The resulting model for the computation
of composite spatial relations should comply with the following requirements:

l. Applicability in 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional space.

2. The REFO's extension must be taken into account.

3. Composition of the two elementary spatial relations.

4. Separate scaling for the elementary relations.

If one elementary relation is more dominant then the other, it should be possible to
use a distinct scaling for the elementary relations.a

5. Angular scaling.

The angular structure of the projective relations involved should be preserved.

6. Distance concept for projective relations should be unnecessary.

As mentioned before, the distance concept for projective relations is likely to be
dropped or modified. Therefore we want to have a computational model for the
compositions which does not insist on the distance.

7. The resulting degrees map into the whole applicability interval [0..1].

1.2 Computation of Rel2S

The computational model for the composite spatial relations should meet all the seven
requirements. We will now present five different approaches for the computation. For each
model we will point out the demands which are not complied with.

l. Eaiilence Combination Calculus

In [Stopp et al. 94] the use of an eaidence combination calculus (cf. [Wahlster 81])
wa,s proposed to compute Rel!.

4We are currently undertaking empirical experiments to get psychological evidence for this criterion.
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ABSTRACT. This paper describes the architecture of a truly integrated 3D GIS. The
system has two main components: an extensible database, Postgres, and an extensible
geographic front-end, GEO++. The database is extended with 3D geometric data types,
functions, and a 3D access method. The implementation of the 3D visualization is based
on the graphics standard PEX. The resulting system is again extensible and can be used
as a framework for modelling and analyzing many kinds of 3D applications: geology,
air-space management, terrain modelling, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION

The relational approach has proven to be very effective for developing various types of
information systems. Methodologies and advanced tools are available for designing and
implementing relational data models and associated applications: e.g. CASE and 4GL
tools. However, the relational databases are not capable of handling spatial informa-
tion, as encountered in a Geographic Information S"vstem (GIS), efficiently. We have
therefore designed a 2D spatial extension (r'an Oosterom & \ri j lbl ief, 1991) and imple-
mented this within the Postgres eRDBN{SI. Together rvith a geographic front-end, called
gB9++(Vij lbrief & van Oosterom, 1992), this system is a complete GIS.

For certain applications the current capabilities of GEO++ are not sufficient; a few
examples are:

7. terrain modell ing (Douglas, 1986; Gold, 1984: Goid, Char.tels, & Ramsden, 1g77):

IeRDBMS stands for extensible Relational DataBase \Ianagement System (Stonebraker & Rowe, 1986;
Stonebraker, Rowe, & Hirohama, 1990). Note that the functionalitf in Postgles is similar to the future
SQL3 standard (Robinson & Tom. 1993), as used in for example lllustra. the commercial successor of
the Postgres research DBMS. Though we use Postgres examples in this paper, the method is general and
can be applied in combination with anv eRDB\IS.
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the GIS contains elevation data of the Earth surface (2.5D data model2), which

can be displayed and analyzed; e.g. compute which areas are visible from a certain

location;

2. geology (Barrera k Ydzqrez-G6mez, 1989; Calkins, Xia, & Guan, 1993; Carlson,

1987; Jones, 1989): the layers below the Earth surface (rock' sand, oil, water, ... )
have to be modelled; e.g. for exploration by an oil company;

3. air-space rnanagernenf the space above the Earth surface is subdivided into 3D

corridors and is allocated to airplanes;

fi,shery: monitoring or simulating the fish population and movements (lat/long po-

sition and depth) in the Oceans;

cadastre: the cadastral boundaries in tall buildings can be true 3D; e.g. in the city
of Amsterdam;

6. cartographg (Kraak, 1988, 1992): certain cartographic techniques require 3D capa-
bilities to visualize thematic attribute information; e.g. a PRISM map.

It is clear that we need a 3D GIS for these types of applications. There are a number
of different systems available for this purpose, but they usually have one or more of the
following drawbacks:

r they are limited to 2.5D data models;

o they are separate modules, hard to integrate with the GIS;

o if they are true 3D, then they are usually quite specific programs: not general
purpose GIS based on a DBMS.

Therefore, we decided to design and implement our own 3D GlS-modelling environment
based on the GEO++ system. Section 2 describes the overall architecture of this system.
The subsequent Sections 3 and 4 give additional details w.r.t. the Abltract Data Types
(ADTs) for 3D geometric primitives and w.r.t. the topological relationships in 3D-space.
Examples of complex 3D spatial analyses are listed in Section 5. The Graphic User
Interface (GUI) and visualization are the topics of Section 6. The paper is concluded in

Section 7, which also contains possible future work.

2. 3D GIS ARCHITECTURE

As described in (Vijlbrief & van Oosterom, 1992), an 'integrated GlS-architecture has
several advantages over a dual or layered GlS-architecture: consistency and efficiency.
Both thematic and spatial data are integrated within objects (or features) and stored in

the same DBMS. Further, reality as captured in the data model is translated directly

2ln a2.5D or Digital Terrain Model (DTM), for every location (x,g), an unique elevation z can be

obtained. There are three usual ways of representing these data: contours (Watson, 1992) (in analogy with

normal paper maps), TIN (Peuker, Fowler, Little, & Mark, 1976; Floriani, 1987) (Ttiangular Irregular

Network), and grid (Mark, 1978) (with height values at regular distances; as can be found in DLMS-

DTED (DMA, 1986)).

4 .
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to the physical DBMS in the integrated architecture. The advantages of the integrated
architecture are valid for both 2D and 3D modelling.

Weibel (Weibel, 1993) defines three levels of integration of the Digital Terrain Model
(DTM)-module with the GIS:

L loose coupl'ing: GIS and DTM are separate and only exchange data sets,

2. funct' ional integratiou DTM-functions can be used through GlS-interface. Further
files with a common data format are used, and

3. full database integrat'ion: DTM and GIS are based on same DBMS and the user
interface is also integrated.

Since the advantages of full database integration are also clear for true 3D-applications
(not only for DTMs), we decided to follow this approach, in which both 3D data and
functions are available within the same DBMS and GIS environment.

Figure 1: Architecture of an integrated 3D GIS based on an eRDBMS.

The system architecture consists of major main components: 1. an extensible RDBMS,
in our case Postgres, and 2. a geographic front-end, GEO++. The 3D geometric data
types and functions are implemented as ADTs within the database; see the next section.
Further, 3D spatial indexing is added in order to efficiently answer proximity queries. The
geographic front-end is extended with 3D visualization tools. Thus we obtain an open,
but integrated 3D GIS environment; see Figure 1.

3. 3D ABSTRACT DATA TYPES

The Abstract Data Types (ADTs) for the 3D Geometric Primitives are comparable to
the basic 2D ADTs (van Oosterom & Vijlbrief, 1991). The 3D equivalents are: poINT3,
POLYLINE3) and polvcoN3. Further, due to the nature of the 3D-space, one new type is
needed: POLYHEDRON3, a true volume or body. In comparison with the 2D ADTs, there
are a few additional operators; e.g. gradient and azimuth of a poLyLINE3/ poI,rrcoN3,
volume and centroid of a pol,ynpDRoN3 (Lee & Requicha. 1982).

Instead of 2D spatial indexing (quadtree, R-tlee, etc.), 3D spatial indexing is required
to enable efficient query processing. It was decided to use a 3D variant of the R-tree

Geographic
Information
System

3D visualization

Handling of
2D and 3D
Spatial Data
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twice) and to check if a polyhedron is valid3. Therefore, it is better to compute the edges
only when they are really needed. Storing the points, however, does have some benefits.
In the first place, storage space is saved when the points are stored as poINT3s, and the
faces consist of indexes to these, since each poINT3 consists of three floats, whereas an
index needs only one int. Beyond this, it seems more logical to store a point only once
and make a number of references to it, than to store this point every time it is a corner
of a face. It makes the coherence between the faces clearer.

Figure 3: A simple 3D polyhedron with four faces.

The format of input and output character strings has been chosen as follows: ((n :

Pr r ,PrA,Ptz , . . . ,Pnr ,PnA,Pnz) i (m :  ( f  - l  i  a r , t , . . . ,u t , f  - r ) , . . . , ( f  -m 1  u^ , r , . . . ,u^ , f  - ) )  where
n is the number of points, m is the number of faces, and f -i is the number of point
indexes in face i. Between parentheses, a list of points and a list of faces are enclosed.
They are separated by a semicolon. The point list looks exactly Iike the PoLYLINE3 and
PoLYGoN3 format: an opening parenthesis, the number of points, a colon, all coordi-
nates, and a closing parenthesis. The list of faces, which is also enclosed by parentheses,
consists of the number of faces, a colon, and all faces, separated by commas. Each
face starts with a parenthesis, followed by the number of point indexes, a colon, the in-
dexes (separated by commas), and a closing parenthesis. For example, the polyhedron
in  F igure  3  wou ld  be  represented  by  the  s t r ing  ( (4 :0 ,0 ,0 ,  1 ,0 ,0 ,  0 ,1 ,0 ,  0 ,0 ,1 ) ;
( 4 :  ( 3 : 0 , 1 , 2 ) ,  ( 3 : 1  , 2 , 3 ) ,  ( 3 : 2 , 3 , 0 ) ,  ( 3 : 3 , 0 , 1 ) ) ) .

The most important reason for including a Box3 data type is to have an economic way
to access the 3D objects in a GIS using a 3D-rtree. For this purpose, the minimum and
maximum x, y, and z coordinates of an object are needed. Another reason is that there
are a number of functions and operators that do the same job on all or a number of the
four basic 3D data types. Instead of providing these functions for all data types, they are
now first converted to eox3 and then a Box3-function is used. Examples are minimum
and maximur X, y, and z of an object. Further, intersections and unions of two objects
can be approximated by using the nox3 type.

3.2 Functi,ons and Operators

In this subsection the functions and operators that are of interest to GlS-applications
are described. Functions are the routines that actually work on the data, while oper-
ators are symbolic names given to them, that can be used within Postgres instead of

3A polyhedron is valid if every edge of any face is shared with exactly one other face, if no faces cross
or overlap, and if all faces are valid polygons.
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the full function name. For instance, a function called Distance3PntPnt (calculating

the distance between two points) could have an operator defined as < - >' Instead of

Distance3PntPnt(p}, p2) the explession pl< - >p2 could be used, which would

have the same result. These operators are also used for creating queries by means of the

graphical query editor in GEO++. Further, query optimization techniques are associated

with operators.
The functions and operators are subdivided into two categories: those that are explicitly

suited for one data type (see Tables 2,3, 4, and 5 in Appendix A), and those that are more

general and applicable to almost any combination of two objects. The general functions

can be subdivided into: the distance functions (see Table 6) and the topology functions

(see next section and Table 7). In the GIS context, distances between various objects are

often required. The only case where a unique distance can be obtained is with point-point

operands. In all other cases one can get the minimal or maximal distance between the

two objects. All distance functions return value of type f1oat.

4. TOPOLOGY

Topology (Pullar & Egenhofer, 1988; Egenhofer & Franzosa, 1991; de Hoop & van

Oosterom, 1992) is always an interesting aspect in a GIS and this is certainly also true in

3D. In this section two aspects are considered:

I. classi,fication of topology relationships in 3D: five relationships (in, touch, cross'

overlap, and disjoint) together with their boundary operators can be proven to

be sufficient. This is in analogy with the 2D situation (Clementini, Felice, & van

Oosterom, 1gg3), with only a slight modification of one definition. More details are

given in Subsection 4.1.

2. storage of topotogy relationships (Molenaar, 1990; Pigot, 1992) in the data model:

The polyuEDRoN3 example in Figure 4 shorvs trvo alternatives for representing the

3D body of Figure 3: either 1. store everything rvithin the type itself (all coordinates

of edges and faces) or 2. use "topological" references to faces, which in turn may

contain references to edgesa. The latter is very useful in the situation of a partition-

ing, in which space is subdivided into a set of non-overlapping regions. A similar

solution for storing 2D topology information in a 2D GIS has been described in (van

Oosterom & Vijlbrief, 1994). The complete modelling freedom is with the users of

GEO++, because they can choose which modei is best suited for their purpose.

/+. 1 Formal Topological Relat'ionships

The spatial relationships in the previous section often are not adequate to describe the

relationship between two objects with respect to their relative configuration in space. It

may be important to know if two objects share a piece of space, and in what way they are

connected. In (Clementini et a1.,1993), it is proven that only five separate topological

relationships are needed to describe all possible relationships between any combination of

a ls t ruc tu remaybetakenonestep fur ther (addthec lassnodes

with a porNT3 attribute, and replace poLyLINE3 attribute in the class edges by references to nodes) or

one step back (drop the class edges, and replace references to edges by PoLYGoN3 in the class faces).
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Figure 4: Data models for 3D bodies with and without topology

/ , t  without topology i . /

create rocks (rock-id=int4, olrner=text, location=POLYHEDR0N3)
append rocks( rock- id=1,  owner=She l l ,

l o c a t i o n = , ' ( ( 4 : 0 , 0 , 0 ,  1 , 0 , 0 ,  0 , 1 , 0 ,  0 , 0 , 1 ) ;
( 4 :  ( 3 : 0 , 1 , 3 ) ,  ( 3 : 0 , 2 , 3 ) ,  ( 3 : 0 , 1 , 2 ) ,  ( 3 : L , 2 , 3 )  ) )  " :  : P O L Y H E D R 0 N 3 )

/x  F i rs t  the  nodes,  then the  faces  re fe r r ing  to  these nodes * /

/ *  w i th  topo logy  x /

create edges (edge-id=int4, l ine=POLYLINE3)

crea te  faces( face- id= in t4 ,  edge- ids= in t4 [ ]  )
c rea te  rocks( rock- id= in t4 ,  face- ids= in t4 [ ]  )
/* note that edge-ids and face-ids are both variable

length arrays with references */

append edges (edge_id=1,

append edges (edge-id=2,

append edges (edge-id=3,

append edges (edge-id=4,

append edges (edge-id=5,

append edges (edge-id=6,

l i n e = "  ( 2 : 0 , 0 , 0 ,  1 , 0 , 0 )  "  :  : P 0 L Y L I N E 3 )
l i n e = "  ( 2  : 0 , 0 , O ,  0 ,  1 , 0 )  "  :  : P O L Y L f N E 3 )
l i . ne="  (2 :0 ,0 ,0 ,  0 ,0 ,  1 )  "  :  :POLYL INE3)
l i n e = "  ( 2 :  1 , 0 , 0 ,  0 , 0 ,  1 )  "  :  : P O L Y L I N E 3 )
l i ne="  (2 :  1 ,0 ,0 ,  0 ,  1 ,0 )  "  :  :  P0LYL INE3)
l i n e = "  ( 2 : Q , L , 0 ,  0 , 0 , 1 )  "  :  : P O L Y L f N E 3 )

append faces( face- id= l ,  edge- ids={1 ,3 ,4 } )
append faces( face- id=2,  edge- ids={2 ,3 ,6 } )

append faces( face- id=3,  edge- ids={1 ,2 ,  5 } )
append faces( face- id=4,  edge- ids={4 ,5 ,6 } )

a p p e n d  r o c k s ( r o c k - i d = 1 ,  f a c e - i d s = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } )

two objects from the point, polyline, and polygon types. When dropping one of the five
relationships, some expressive power would be lost; adding more relationships would result
in redundancy. Although the paper is about 2D objects, it almost completely covers the
3D situation, extending the relationships for use with polyhedrons without any additions
and hardly any changes. For the 3D case, the five relationships are the following:

o The touch relationshio:

(A1,touch, )r)  e ( l i  n ) ;  :  0) n ()1 n )2 * A) ;
(where the interior of an object, )o, is defined as the difference between the object
) and its boundary d).):

o The in relation:

( )1 , in ,  )z )  e  ( )1  n  )2  :  ) r )  A  ( ) i  n  ) ;  l0 )  ;

o The cross relationship:

()1, cross, .\2) <+ (d,i,m(\i n );) < mar(dim(\1, rlim(\))) n
( ) ,  n  ) ,  *  \ r )  n  ( ^ 1 n  ) 2  #  \ z )  ;



o The ouerlap relationship:

( \ ,ouer lap , ) ,2 )  <+  (d im( \ l :  d im( \ | ) :  d i 'm( \ i  n  l ; ) )A
( . \ 1  n 1 2  l ) r ) n ( ) 1  n ) 2  * \ z ) ;

o The disjoi,nt relation:

( \ , d i s j o i n t  l z )  e  ^ 1 .  ^ z :  A

With respect to the definitions given in (Clementini et a1.,7993), one change was made.

The original definition of the cross relation was as follows:

()1, cross, )2) <+ (dim(\ l  n,U) :  mar(dim(\ i ) '  d im() i))  -  1)n
( ) , n ) ,  * \ t ) n ( l 1 n ) 2  * ^ r )  .

This no longer holds for 3D objects. For example, the shared area of a crossing line and

plane can be a point in 3D, where in 2D situations it would always be a Iine (assuming

that the objects share any area).

Figure 5: Examples of the five topological relationships in 3D'

With the definitions given above, a set of Boolena functions can be implemented, re-

turning whether two objects do or do not meet the given relationship. These are given

in Table 7. A sixth relation has been added, the equal relationship, which tests if two

objects are equal. Although this could be derived from the in relation (two objects are

equal ifand only ifthe first object is in the second. and the second object is in the first),

it is useful to create a separate function for this, which require less calculations than when

using the in functions.

12 in plane x=0. 1,1 ,12 in plane x=0.

l,r,12 in plane x=0.
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5. COMPLEX 3D SPATIAL ANALYSES

Simple analyses have already been described in Section 3. In contrast to simple analyses,
complex analyses are usually done outside the DBMS. Some characteristics of complex
analyses are that the computations are quite expensive and the input and output may
have complex relationships. A few examples of 3D (or 2.5D) complex analyses are:

1. computation of visibility diagrams/ maps (Fisher, 1993; Floriani & Magillo, 1993;
Katz, Overmars, & Sharir, 1992);

2. conversion 2.5D models, e.g. from TIN to contours (Watson, 1992);

3. 3D generalization (Ware & Jones, 1992; Jones, 1989; Floriani, 1989; Scarlatos &
Pavlidis, 1991; Polis & McKeown, Jr., 1993; de Cambray, 1993), hierarchical/ multi-
scale DTM's;

4. computation of watershed runoff and drainage basins;

5. finding the shortest path in a hilly terrain (Mitchel, Mount, & Papadimitriou, 1987;
van Bemmelen, Quak, van Hekken, & van Oosterom, 1993);

6. compute a slice of a set of real 3D objects in order to display the internal structure;
e.g. in geology.

Currently, only a few 3D analysis functions are available within GEO++. However, the
system is extensible and new functions can be integrated in a seamless manner within the
3D user interface of GEO++; see the next section.

6. VISUALIZATION

As described in earlier papers (van Oosterom & Vijlbrief, 1991; Vijlbrief & van Oos-
terom, 1992), GEO++ is extensible. We have added several new data types before; e.g.
raster and ARC2 (arc's and circles). The Postgres DBMS is extended with these ADTs
implemented in C. The visualization in GEO++ of a new Postgres ADT is then achieved
by defining a QueryShape, which is implemented in C++. The core of GEO++ can remain
unchanged, because the new type is dynamically loaded.

However, in 3D the case is quite different. The transfer from 3D-space to 2D-space,
a mathematical projection, has to be defined in the "rriewing pipeline" (Foley & van
Dam, 1982; Singleton, 1986). The basic ET++ (Weinanrl, Gamma, & Marty, 1989) Xl1
toolkit, on which GEO++ is based, is not sufficient and has to be extended. This is done
using PEX5 (Gaskins, 1992; Rost, 1987), which is a standard 3D graphics environment
on workstations; e.g. on our SparcStation under Solaris 2.3.

The 3D user interface of GEO++ (see Figure 6) is implemented using the extended
version of ET++ and the Butr,oBR languageo. Further, GEO++ itself has been modified
and extended with several hooks for the 3D user interface:

sPEX is Phigs (ISO, 1989) 3D graphics within a Xl1 windows (Scheifler & Gettys, 1986).
6The Bulloon language (van Oosterom & Vijlbrief, 1994) can be used for efficiently developing user

interfaces without "low level" programming. The BUILDER itself is also based on ET+r, which assures
the uniform look.
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APPENDIX A: 3D SPATIAL ADT FUNCTIONS

This appendix contains the functions specific for one of the following 3D spatial data
types: POINT3, POLYLINE3, POLYGON3, and POLYHEDRON3; see Table 1. In Tables 2, 3,

4, and 5, the in- and output functions are omitted. Table 7 contains an overview of the

topological predicates and Table 6 lists the d'istance functions.

data type Postgres

point PoINT3 x, Y, z coordinates (floats)

polyline PoLYLINE3 list of PoINT3s

polygon POLYGoN3 list of PoINT3s

polyhedron PoLYHEDRoN3 list of PoINT3s' list of faces

box Box3 2 potNr3s (opposing corners)

Table 1: The 3D geometric data types

name arguments return value description

ffi poINT3 converts point from 2D to 3D

Pnt3ToPnt2 PoINT3 PoINT2 converts point from 3D to 2D

Box3Pnt POINT3 Box3 converts PoINT3 to sox3

Table 2: Point functions.
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name argument returnvalue description
Pln2ToPIn3
Pln3ToPln2
Box3PIn
Length3Pln

POLYLINE3 BOX3

POLYLINE3 float

por,vr,rNn2 poLyLINE3 converts polyline from 2D to 3D
POLYLINE3 poL\.LrNE2 converts polyline from 3D to 2D

MinGradient3Pln por,vI,rNE3 float
MaxGradient3Pln pol-ylrNE3 float
AvgGradient3Pln polvlrNE3 float
MinAzimuth3Pln poLyLrNE3 float
MaxAzimuth3Pln poLyLrNE3 float

converts POLYLINE3 to eox3
length of polyline
minimum gradient of polyline
maximum gradient of polyline
average gradient of polyline
minimum azimuth of polyline
maximum azimuth of oolvline

AvgAzimuth3Pln poLyLINE3 float average azimuth of polyline

Table 3: Polyline functions.

gradient

Figure 9: Definition of gradient and azimuth of a line segment.

name arguments return value description

Pgn2ToPgn3
Pgn3ToPgn2
Box3Pgn
Gradient3Pgn poI,ycoN3 float
Azimuth3Pgn pol,ycoN3 float
GravCentre3Pgn poLycoN3 poINT3

Centroid3Pgn poI,ycoN3 porNT3

PoLYGoN2 PoLycoN3 converts polygon from 2D to 3D
PoLYcON3 PoLycoN2 converts polygon from 3D to 2D
POLYGON3 BOX3

PoLYcoN3 float
POLYGON3 float

converts PoLYGoN3 to gox3

gradient of polygon
azimuth of polygon
center of gravity
centroid of polygon
surface area of polygon
perimeter of polygon

Area3Pgn
Perim3Pgn
Check3Pgn poI,ycoN3 boolean tests if polygon is valid

Table 4: Polygon functions.
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name argument return value description

ffiN3 BoX3 converts PoLYHEDRoN3 to

BOx3
center of gravity of polyhedron

centroid of polyhedron

surface area of polyhedron

content of polyhedror-

tests if PoLYHEDRoN3 object is

valid

GravCenter3Phn pol,vHEDRoN3 POINT3

Centroid3Phn PoLYHEDRoN3 PoINT3

Area3Phn POLYHEDRON3 flOAt

Content3Phn POLYHEDRON3 float

Check3Phn PoLYHEDRoN3 boolean

Table 5: Polvhedron functions

name-prefix input combinations

Distance3
MinDist3
MaxDist3

PntPnt
all except PntPnt
all except PntPnt

distance between two Points
minimal distance between two objects

maximal distance between two objects

Table 6: Distance functions (return value is float)'

Touch3

In3

Cross3

prefix obiect combinations

Equal3 PntPnt,  PlnPln, Pgn the objects are equal

the objects share boundary, but no in-
terior areas
the first object is completely contained
by the second object
the objects share part(s) of their inte-
riors. but the dimension of the shared
area's boundary is lower than the
higher of the dimensions of the two ob-
jects' boundaries
the objects share part(s) of boundaries,
and the dimension of the shared area's
boundary is equal to the dimension of
the objects' boundaries
the objects share neither Parts of
boundaries. nor any area

PhnPhn
all except PntPnt

all possible combinations

PlnPln, PlnPgn, PlnPhn,
PgnPgn, PgnPhn

Overlap3 PlnPln, PgnPgn, PhnPhn

Disjoint3 all combinations

description

Table 7: Topological relationships (return value is boolean)
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ABSTRACT. As the number and complexity of geographic information systems (GIS)
increases and as distributed information systems develop further, the design of GIS databases
in a distributed environment becomes more important and will present new challenges for the
designer. Data distribution design, the determination of what data will be placed at which site
within a computer network, is a component of the overall database design process and for
geographic databases must include both the spatial and nonspatiai aspects of GIS data. This
paper will discuss the distribution design problems for geographic data and introduce a model
for distribution of data within a distributed GIS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Database design is becoming increasingly important for geographic information systems (GIS)
particularly because of the volumes and complexity of geographic databases and because data
and processing resources are being distributed in computer communications networks. One
important component of database design, known as data distribution design, involves the
determination of how the data should be allocated to storage sites in the network.

Data distribution design involves the use of data partitioning and replication strategies to
translate a global schema to local schemata for the network sites at the logical design level
(Figure l). Deciding how distribution is to be done involves knowledge of both data and
operations as well as any requirements or constraints which may affect it (Veenendaal and
Hudson 1992). As detailed by Ceri and Pernici (1985) this information is gathered in the
requirements analysis phase and used in the conceptual design to produce a global schema.
This global schema can then be used in the logical design stage to analyze the distribution
requirements from which partitions can be generated.

The objective of data distribution is to optimize access to the data. Ceri and Pernici (1985)
identify different criteria which can be used to achieve this objective:
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. maximal processing locality (data locality)

. complete locality (operation locality)

. data communication cost minimization

. cost of operations due to the distribution

The work described in this paper concentrates on using maximal processing locality as the
criteria to determine how the disfibution should be done. An optimal distribution solution is
a very hard problem since every possible partitioning option and allocation combination would
have to be considered. Therefore heuristic methodologies and techniques will be considered.

The unit of data partition is termed the "cell" (Hua et al 1993). These cells, once generated
through the use of partitioning strategies, can possibly be replicated and are assigned to
computer network sites. Multiple cells may be assigned to one site forming the data partition
for that site. The result is that a local schema can be produced for each site.

Bloba l  6ohcma ussgc infotu stion

l ooB l  looe l

tohabe sohcns

loo8 l  looB l

rohcm e  sohcm e

Figure 1: The process of data distribution design

So many factors influence the distribution design that the problem becomes very complicated
to formulate and solve. Database information, including the data schema and relationships,
and application information regarding the operation schema, the locations of the applications,
and the access characteristics of the data are necessary for distribution design (Ozsu and
Valduriez 1991). Further information such as storage constraints and network communication
costs can also influence the distribution design but increase the complexity of the problem;
their discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.

An additional complication is that all the necessary database and application information may
not be available or known, and often it is difficult to predict how the applications may use the
data. The emphasis in defining the distibution requirements is to gather as much information

dfukibution rcquircn cnt6

Distribution Dosign

@ @
@
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as possible regarding the data and applications, beginning in the early stages of database
design and accumulating information as the GIS is established and used.

A distributed environment is a dynamic one involving the use of different operations on
various datasets at one or more sites in the network. Thus the conceptual and logical design
stages of database design must involve both the relatively static (data) and dynamic (operati-
ons) requirements to produce an effective distribution design (De Antonellis and Di Leva
1985). Knowledge of the data schema and of the operation schema is important in understan-
ding the relationship between data and operations which will affect how distribution is done.
Also required is usage information which includes what data is used by what operations, the
frequency and site at which the operations and data are used, and the amount of data operated
upon. From this information, an initial distribution design can be determined. Of course such
a design cannot be static since data and operation usage will change over time; however,
dynamic data migration strategies will not be considered in this paper.

The data distribution model is being implemented in an ARCiINFO GIS workstation
environment and is referred to as GEODDIST (GEOgraphic Data DlSTribution). During the
initial database design stage of a GIS application, the entities, operations, and their schemas
are identified and represented in GEODDIST. Any available "watch" and "log" files are
accessed to obtain application usage information. Various partitioning strategies are used to
determine the cells which are then allocated to sites based on partitioning, polarization, and
operation frequency properties.

2. REPRESENTING THE DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

For geographic data, consideration must be given to both the spatial and non-spatial data
components and their intenelationships which must be modelled in the conceptual and logical
design stages. The spatial data, including both geometric and topological aspects, and the
related attribute data must be modelled along with the GIS operations which operate on either
spatial, attribute, or both components. The difficulty lies in representing the spatial component
and at the same time representing the relationships between spatial entities. Firns (1992)

indicates that representing points, lines and polygons as entities within a model such as an
Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram is difficult since the model becomes extremely complex and
apt to incompleteness.

The representation model must distinguish between spatial entities and nonspatial entities. For
spatial entities, the model must indicate if the entity is represented as points, lines or polygons.

Since the spatial component can be considered as just another properly of a geographic entity,
it can be represented as an attribute (albeit a special one) in the ER model. For example, the

ER diagram in Figure 2 indicates that roads, mines and mapsheets are spatial entities
represented by lines, points, and polygons respectively, and minetype and minerals are non-

spatial entities.
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Figure 2: Entity-Relationship Diagram for Geographic Data

Representation of spatial operations is also not easy. Ceri and Pernici (1985) use an ER model
for non-spatial operations which includes a means of recording the number of instances of a
record, how many records were accessed, and the type of operation (keyed access, retrieval,
output, write, etc.). For spatial data additional information such as the number of spatial
components, as well their interrelated topology, needs to be represented for each spatial
operation.

For determining the number of accesses, the spatial components cannot simply be lines or
polygons since their complexity varies and hence the amount of data accessed does not directly
correlate with numbers of lines and polygons. Rather the spatial primitives from which points,
lines, and polygons are constructed, such as the line segment should be used as the basis for
determining the number of accesses. A point is a zero-dimensional line segment and hence
does directly conelate.

Thus for operations on geographic entities, both the number of athibute accesses and the
number of spatial components accessed must be represented. Figure 3a illustrates an operation
ER diagram for the operation which finds all mines in the Laverton map sheet area. The
mapsheet_id and mapsheet_name attribute fields in the mnpsheet entity are accessed
sequentially (access type S) and one record (: Lavenon) read (access type R) from a total of
98 instances of map sheets. Of the mines entity, 500 records of 8000 instances are selected
and the mine_name attributes as well as the spatial locations for the selected mines are
accessed for output (access type O). Note that the number of accesses and instances of spatial
records is equivalent to that of attribute records since individual points directly correlate with
attributes.
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mines in Laverton"Figure 3a: Operation ER diagram for the operation: "Identify all

Figure 3b: Operation ER diagram for the operation: "Display mines
in Laverton with 'Au' as primary mineral"

Figure 3b illustrates the operation ER diagram where additionally the minerals entity rs

aciessed and used to constrain the display of the mine points. Four line segments of the

Laverton map sheet polygon and 150 mine points are accessed for output.

The resulting operation schema as well as the data schema must be sufficiently defined,

representing 
-thel 

information required for distribution, so that it can serve as input to the

diitribution requirements analysis stage. This information, particularly for the operation

schema will either come from known historical information about the applications, or it will

have to be estimated. This information could obviously change in a dynamic environment.

GEODDIST uses known information about the ARC/INFO commands and usage information

obtained from the "log" and rr*^rchrt files for an application. This information is obtained for

each site that runs the application.

Figure 4 illustrates how GEODDIST implements the data and operation schema information.

The database information regarding the entities and operations €lre contained in the Entity

Table and the Operation Table respectively.

The relationship between the entities and operations that use them are specified in the

Operation-Entiqr structure. For example, Figure 4 shows that record I is related to the "resel"

operation which is used on the "mines" entity. Each record is related to one or more Entity-

Predicate records which contain the information for the predicates on which the operations are

executed. For example, the two predicates defined on the "mines" entity are "map-sheet-name
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: 'Laverton"' and "development : 'Abandoned"', both of which are used by the "resel"
operation. These predicates are used as a basis for building the partitioning and polarization
tables.

Figure 4: GEODDIST Data Structure

3. ANALYZING THE DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

ln analyzing the distribution requirements, usage information will be included to generate
partitioning tables, which define candidate cells among the spatial and attribute data, and
polarization tables which identiff how cells are polarized towards the network sites. Ceri and
Pernici (1985) describe how such partitioning and polarization tables were generated for

nonspatial data in their DATAID project.

3.1 Obtaining the Partitioning Tables

The candidate partitioning tables consist of selection predicates and may be derived in a
similar manner as that for non-spatial data (Ceri and Pernici 1985). The difference with
geographic data is that the candidate cells can be based on either the spatial data, the attribute
data or a combination of both. Table 1 gives an example of primary candidate partitionings

in which the predicate is based on some spatial or nonspatial property of the entity.

Table 1: Primary Candidate Partitioning Table

Entity Predicate

a) mapsheet mapsheet_name :'Laverton'

mapsheet_name :'Albany'

mapsheet_name c 'Laverton', 'Al-

bany'

b) mlne status : 'Developing'

status : 'Abandoned'

c) mlne Y-coordinate <: 32

Y-coordinate > 32
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For the MAPSHEET entity the predicates are based on its attribute MAPSHEET_NAME.
Note that to ensure completeness, which requires that all the records of MAPSHEET are
accounted for as part of soine predicate, the predicate MAPSHEET-NAME + 'LAVERTON',
'ALBANY' is also necessary. In Table lb the STATUS attribute is used to define predicates
for a candidate partitioning for the MINES entity. Instead of an attribute being used, as in
Table lc, a spatial property, such as "location" can be used to define the predicates.
Specifically, the location of mine points less than or equal to the 32 parallel (degrees latitude)
is used as a predicate in this example. The converse is also used as a predicate to satis$ the
completeness rule.

Candidate cells may also be derived from predicates which are obtained from other related
entities. Table 2lists some derived candidate cells for the MINES entity. The predicates in
Table 2a are based on the SYMBOL attribute of the MINERALS entity which is related to
MINES via the MINE_ID attribute field. In Table 2b the predicate for MINES is based on
a field in the MINETYPE entity. The predicate in a derived partitioning table can also be
based on a spatial relationship as is shown in Table 2c. The predicate involves the intersection
(^) of mine point locations (XY-coordinates) with the 'Laverton' MAPSHEET_NAME from
the MAPSHEET entity. Here the association between the two entites is based on the spatial
property of location. The predicate is obtained with the use of a spatial overlay operation (eg.
intersection).

Table 2: Derived Candidate Partitioning Table

Entity Foreign Enti-
ty

Association Predicate

a) mlne minerals mine id symbol : 'Au'

symbol c 'Au'

b) mlne minetype mine id type : 'Underground'

type : 'Bedrock'

type: 'Surface'

c) mlne mapsheet location XY-coord mapsheet_name :'Laverton'

XY-coord ! mapsheet_name :'Laver-

ton'

Associated with each predicate is the probability of the data, which satisfies that predicate,

being accessed. This information can then later be used in the distribution design stage when
the final cells and partitions are determined.

3.2 Obtaining the Polarization Table

Polarization indicates the relative frequencies of data being accessed by the various operations
at each network site. The polari2ation tables determine for each operation on each predicate

from the partitioning tables, the frequency at which it is accessed on each individual site in

the network. The result is a 3-dimensional matrix which can then be aggregated by summing

the values for each operation to produce a table showing the relative number of accesses of

each predicate at each site.
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Table 3 provides an example of the information required for determining the polarization of
MAPSHEET by MAPSHEET_NAME for the ARCS operation. The "Laverton" mapsheet is
accessed primarily (80%) at Site I whereas Site 3 and Site 4 do not access this mapsheet at
all. The "Albany" mapsheet is accessed mostly at Site 2. The third entry in the polarization
table indicates that all the mapsheets (represented as "*") are accessed 60%o of the time at Site
4.

Such information is gathered for each predicate accessed by each operation at each site to form
the complete polarization table. This information is used primarily for horizontal partitioning
and the final site allocation in the distribution design stage.

Table 3: Polarization of MAPSHEET bv MAPSHEET NAME

Predicate Operation ARCS

Site I (%) Site 2 (%) Site 3 (%) Site 4 (%)

mapsheet_name :'Laverton'

mapsheet_name :'Albany'

mapsheet_name : *

80
l 0
l 0

20
60
30

0
30
0

0
0
60

Often the operations on the data are associated more with individual users (who may move
around the network) or even types of tasks that a user may perform, rather than be associated
directly with the network sites themselves. The idea of defining a task has been used in
performance evaluation to identify a common series of spatial operations from which
workloads can be estimated (Goodchild and Rizzo 1986). These tasks can then be identified
with one or more sites so that the frequencies of access for each site can be obtained.

3.3 Obtaining the Operation Frequency Table

In addition to the partitioning and polarization data, information regarding the frequency of
occunence of each operation is required. Table 4 gives an example of frequencies for some
GIS operations at four sites.

Table 4: Frequency of occurrence of some operations on four sites

Operation Frequency of Occurrence

Site I (%) Site 2 (%) Site3 (%) Site 4 (%)

arcs
polygonshades

intersection
mapextents

25
30
50
25

25
30
20
30

30
20
l 0
20

20
20
20
25
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The next step is the distribution design phase which uses the distribution requirements and
information to determine how the partitioning should be done, to which site the partition
should be allocated, and what replication, if any, should take place.

4. GEOGRAPHIC DATA PARTITIONING

Partitioning of non-spatial data involves horizontal and vertical partitioning of records (Ceri
and Pernici 1985, Ozsu and Valduriez l99l). Geographic data involves spatial partitioning
for the spatial data in addition to horizontal and vertical partitioning for the attribute data
(Veenendaal and Hudson 1992, Yeenendaal 1994).

4.1 Spatial and Horizontal Partitioning

Because the attribute and spatial data are very closely linked in a GIS, the spatial partitioning
of points, lines, and polygons will also involve a horizontal partitioning (Veenendaal and
Hudson 1992). The horizontal partitioning is done on the associated attribute data where
instances of the athibutes are linked to the corresponding spatial data in the resulting
partitions.

Spatial and horizontal partitioning should thus be done concurrently. The objective is to
increase the processing locality and thereby decrease the amount of data to be transferred
between sites. The predicates that will actually form the cells must be determined from the
primary and derived candidate partitioning tables.

All predicates which are accessed below a minimum access rate based on the number of data
accesses and the selectivity rate would not be suitable as cells or partitions since the cost of
partitioning and re-joining when required by the processing operations would be greater than
the processing cost if left unpartitioned.

The selectivity rate indicates the number of accesses of a predicate relative to the total number
ofaccesses to the entity that this predicate is defined on. The selectivity rate is calculated as
follows.

PSi : # of accesses of Pi / total # of accesses of Ei

where P1 : predicate i
PS; : predicate selectivity rate for Pt
E, : entity j where P; is defined on Ei

The total number of accesses to Ej include all accesses to other predicates that are defined on
Ej. A predicate selectivity rate of greater than 50% would indicate that the records defined
by the predicate are accessed more frequently than for all the other predicates (defined on the
same entity) combined indicating that this predicate is a good potential candidate for
partitioning.
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The number of data accesses for a predicate can be calculated as follows.

PC, : 4 of line segments accessed for P, * frequency of access for P1

where PC1 : predicate access count for P1

Note that, as previously explained, the line segment is used as the basis for determining the

number of accesses for points, lines, and polygons. The predicate access rate can then be

calculated as follows.

P \ : P S i * P C 1

where P\ : predicate access rate for Pt

As an example, predicates with a selectivity of 50%o and with an access count of 80 would

have an access rate of 40. If a minimum access rate of 60 is used, then this predicate should

not be used for spatialArorizontal partitioning. A more complex calculation of the predicate

access cost could include the cost of operations for accessing and processing the predicates if

they were individually partitioned. The minimum predicate access value would be based on

the number of accesses where the cost of partitioning and maintaining these records defined

by the predicate is equivalent to the cost of processing these records if left unpartitioned'

The remaining predicates are then identified as the spatial/horizontal cells. To ensure that the

partitioning for each entity is complete, the converse of each cell must be included. So if the

predicate "MINE: STATUS : 'DEVELOPING"' is chosen as a spatial/horizontal cell, then the

predicate "MfNE: STATUS +'DEVELOPING"' must be used as the converse cell. All the

MINE data can then be found in one or more cells. Care must be taken that the minimum

term predicate (Ozsu and Valduriezlggl) is used so that multiple predicates defined on the

same entity do not involve overlapping data.

4.2 Y ertical Partitioning

Vertical partitioning involves the splitting of attribute tables where some of the domains may

be placed in a new cell. As with horizontal partitioning, vertical partitioning should only take

place to improve the locality of processing and reduce the number of data transfers between

rit"r. An attribute selectivity rate can be calculated in a manner similar to the predicate

selectivity rate for horizontal partitioning.

AS, : 4 of accesses of 41 / total # of accesses of E, (Ai is a domain in E;)

where A, : attribute domain .
ASl : attribute selectivity rate for .{1

An at6ibute selectivity rate of greater than 50% indicates that this attribute domain for E; is

accessed more than any other accesses to E; and would be a good candidate for partitioning'

A more complex calculation for determining vertical partitioning would include the relations-

hips between attribute domains. Ozsu and Valduriez (1991) describe the use of an attribute

affinity matrix and clustering techniques to group related attributes for partitions.
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With vertical partitioning, the new partitions of attribute data must still be linked to the
associated spatial data. This means either that any partitions, placed on a site other than where
the spatial data resides, must be remotely linked to the spatial data, or the spatial data must

be replicated and placed on each site where the atfiibute data partitions reside. Because a GIS
requires a strong link between the attribute data and the spatial data and because the cost of

replicating an entire spatial dataset is high, vertical partitioning is often not a desirable option
for partitioning, especially where the spatial component is voluminous or complex. Horizontal
partitioning, because of the close link to spatial partitioning, is a much preferred option.

Mixed partitioning involves applying both horizontal and vertical partitioning iteratively (Ceri

and Pernici 1985, Ozsu and Valduriez l99l). The order in which they are done affects the
partitioning and is important in determining an optimal partitioning. For example a data set

could first be horizontally partitioned. One or more of the resulting smaller fragments could
then be further partitioned using vertical partitioning. However because of the complexity
involved, finding an optimal solution to decide which partitioning strategy to use and the order

of each is very hard.

5. ALLOCATION OF CELLS

Once the cells are determined, the allocation of these to partitions on computer network sites

can be determined. The allocation is based on the number of relative accesses for each

operation on each cell at each site. The relative access values are calculated as follows.

\t: PSi * OF;t *PAi.; * POr;t

where \,0 : relative access value for operation j on predicate i at site k
PS, : predicate selectivity rate for predicate i
OF;r : frequency of operation j on site k
PAli : number of record accesses of operation j on predicate i
foi;r : polarization of predicate i for operation j on site k

The relative access value \,0 is calculated for each predicate (which forms a cell) with each

operation on each site resulting in a 3-dimensional matrix. The effective locality access values

for each cell on each site can then be calculated.

Lik = Rut

where L,n : locality access value for predicate i on site k

Each cell can then be assigned to the site with the highest locality access value.

Ai = ril* t Lit l

where A, : site allocation for predicate (cell) i

D

s
L)
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Each site will consist of one or more cells which form the partition of data for that site. From

these partitions and their allocations, the local schema can be constructed for each site.

Replication of cells among the sites can occur particularly in instances where the locality

acciss values are high for two or more sites. However the costs of updating and maintaining

replicate copies must also be considered before any replication is done.

The decision regarding what data should be replicated is often done in a separate step after

the partitioning process is completed as this simplifies the problem (Ceri and Pernici 1985)'

However, partiiularly with spatial data, some partitioning may result in some of the data also

being replicated. It is difficult therefore to separate the partitioning processes totally from that

of replication.

Some replication is already inherent in the partitioning strategies particularly with vertical and

spatial partitioning. In vertical partitioning when the domains are separated into separate cells,

the key field must be duplicated in the new records being formed for each cell. Veenendaal

and Hudson (lgg2) explain that with spatial partitioning for lines and polygons, the line

endpoints or polygon boundaries will be replicated as lines and polygons are separated. If the

lines or polygotrs are themselves split by partitioning, then not only are new lines and

polygons created with replicated endpoints or boundaries, but the associated attributes are also

iepiicated. The cost of maintaining and merging these partitions is relatively high since the

operations required for spatial merging and the reconstruction of topology are processing

intensive.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The data distribution design problem is a complex one which becomes more difficult when

applied to geographic data and its spatial component. There are many variables involving the

spatial and-atrribute data and the GIS applications that influence the distribution. This makes

the development of the GEODDIST geographic data distribution model a very difficult and

complex task as indicated in this paper.

Distribution design is not simply a matter of dividing up the data and allocating them to

individual computer network sites. Rather, the relationships inherent in the data and its use

must be considered, namely: spatial, inter-attribute, spatial-attribute and topological relations-

hips. The data, operations, and the inter-relationships must be adequately represented and

database and application information gathered for the distribution analysis.

The partitioning, polarization, and operation frequency tables are constructed from information

."g*ding the structure ofthe data" usage of data by operations, frequency of usage at various

sites, etc. Obtaining such information can be difficult and predicting the usage of data and

operations can be 
"u"n 

*or" diffrcult, particularly in a dynamic environment. It is, however,

important to collect as much information as possible and begin this collection early in the

database and application design process. Such knowledge can then be built up as the

applications are implemented and the data used.
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ABSTRACT. This paper is an introduction to some aspects of modelling and storage of

road network data. After describing the mapping of topological data onto a relational

database the GDF data model is presented. An overall look at the conceptual data

model and a more detailed view at the attribute concept shows the potential of GDF.

An example is given of the representation of the topology at different GDF levels.

The second part of the paper presents possible applications of GDF data' The

merging of GDF data with national basis information systems is discussed. Especially

the fusion of GDF with the German digital topographic information system called

ATKIS is investigated. Arising problems are described and a look into future work is

given.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The standardized data exchange format in Europe of road traffic data is the Geographic

Data File (GOn;. GDF data are already completely acquired in Germany and the

Netherlands and will be captured for all of Europe in the future.

At the same time many national institutions are beginning to acquire spatial data

for national basis spatial information systems. This means that many topographic

features will be captured more than once if there is no way of data exchange between

GDF and other data models. The GDF data model is very powerful and its data can

be used for a lot of applications which are not concerned of the traffic environment.

GDF data can be mapped easily onto a relational data model. A iypical task of a

system which uses GDF data is the search for shortest paths in graphs which represent

a road network. Therefore a method is required to store the graph in a way that the

topology can be accessed very efficiently. The storage of geometric data in ringlists

provides a fast access to the topology.
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Figure 1. Ringlists representing a graph

2.  MAPPING OF TOPOLOGICAL DATA ONTO A RELATIONAL MODEL

Figure 1 shows a graph which represent a part of a road network. There are six

nodes which are connected with seven edges. The nodes represent intersections and

the edges represent road elements. Also there are two faces (the term for areas in

GDF) which are formed by the edges.
It is not difficult to map the topology onto a relational model. Faces are represented

by their surrounding edges and edges by a beginning node and an ending node. For

every node a pair of coordinates must be stored. Therefore three relational tables are

needed to store all topological relations.
Typically the relational model requires a lot of join operations. But the join opera-

tion is the problematic factor in pathfinding because the tables get very large. Even by

using indices at the relational tables many harddisk accesses must be done. Therefore

a method is required to store the graph in spatial clusters by using spatial indices.

Figure 1 shows the representation of the graph by using ringlists. Topological

elements (nodes, edges and faces) are divided into master and detail elements. The

master element face consists of the detail elements edges. Edges a,re master element

and detail element at the same time. They consist of the detail elements nodes. The

master element points to its first detail element. The detail element points to the next

detail element until the last detail element is reached which points back to the master

element.
The ringlists are realized with pointers that direct points to the adress on which

the following element is stored. By using this memory structure one can navigate very

efficiently through a graph. To select the nodes which can be reached from a specific

node one only has to follow the corresponding pointers without computing any join.

The storage of the ringlists can be done with the method of "quad-tree" (Sammet

1986). First a rectangular working area is defined. This working area is assigned to a

cell where the graphic elements (points, lines and areas) will be stored. The relational

database saves this cell as a BLOB (Binary Large OBject).
The cell has a fixed maximum size. When the storage capacity of a cell is exceeded,

four new cells are created which each cover a quarter of the original cell. The graphic

elements are distributed onto the new cells. With these cells a spatial index is created.

This allows the user to load only a local part of the rvhole database and speeds up the

data processing. The cells will be administrated in a relational table, the cell table
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(figure 2). If all elements have to be loaded which lie in a cell one only have to load

the corresponding BLOB from the database.

ID Elements
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Figure 2. The cell table

Because the working area is divided into cells there also exist elements that can be

found in several cells. Thus if an element is stored into several cells one has to find all

the cells involved. Two tables are used for this procedure. The element table stores the

cells where the elements can be found. The cell is computed by using the coordinate

of the element. This coordinate is either determined directly from the parameters of

the element (e.g. at points) or derived from the element structure (e.g. at lines from

the starting point). In contrast to the cell table, the element table does not contain

the element data but only the ID. The element table creates an index to the cell table

which allows access to the elements without having to search the cell table in advance.

Because of this index the access time does not depend on the data volume.

Figure 3. The element table and reference table

Elements which lie in multiple cells also receive entries

addition to the entry in the element table. The reference
in the reference
table lists all the
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an element that are in contact with this element. Figure 3 shows an example for the

element table and the reference table.
This form of storage of geometric data is applied in the geographic information

system sICAD/open (SICAD 93). SICAD/open is a trademark of the geographic

information system offered by Siemens Nixdorf, Munich, Germany.

3. GEOGRAPHIC DATA FILE

GDF is a standard for the exchange of digital data for vehicle navigation systems in

Europe. The first draft of GDF was developed in an EUREI{A project (EUREKA

is an initiative of the european industry to promote pre-competitive industrial col-

laboration). GDF has been revised several times and the present standard is GDF

2.1. The GDF documentation (Heres et.al. 1991) provides a detailed description in

eight parts. The documentation defines features, attributes and relations. Features

are real world objects such as roads, buildings or traffic signs. The documentation also

contains information about the representation of the features, quality requirements,

global data and about physical storage'

3.1 The conceptual datu mod'el

Figure 3 gives an overview of the conceptual data model in GDF. The diagram has

been constructed according to the conventions of NIAM modelling (Nijsen Information

Analysis Method, Nijsen and Halpin 19Sg). The centre of the diagram is formed by

the feature. Features can be point features, area features or complex features which

can consist of any type of feature. The subtype relationship between ihe different

feature types is represented with an arrow. It can be seen that point features, line

features and area features are subtypes of simple features which are again subtypes of

general features.
Every feature belongs to not more than onefeature class. This is represented by an

arrow above the rectancle which represents the relation between feature and feature

class. The point at the circle which represents the feature means that the feature

belongs to at least one feature class. The combination of not more than one and at

least one results in exactly one. Therefore every feature class can contain any num-

ber of features and every feature belongs to exactly one feature class. This is a 1:n

relationship between feature and feature class.

Feature classes are defined recursively and so it is possible to build any form of

class hierarchy. Every feature class belongs to exactly one feature theme which is not

represented in this diagram. The following feature themes are defined in the GDF

catalogue: Roads and Ferries, Administrative Areas, Settlements, Land Use Units,

Brunnels, Railways, Waterways, Road Furniture and Services.
Feature can take part in a semantic relationship with any number of other features

and can have any number of attributes. Typical attributes for roads are "Road Width"

or "Maximum Height Allowed".
Point, line and area features are represented by nodes, edges and faces. Between

these elements exist the topological relationships described above. For isolated nodes

the appropiate face must be stored additionally.
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Figure 4. The GDF attribute concept

3.2 The GDF attribute concept

Attributes can be related to every feature and every semantic relationship in GDF.

GDF has a powerful attribute concept which allows the use of segmented, complex
and time dependent attributes. Figure 4 shows the data model for GDF attributes.

Segmented attributes can only be used for line features. Segmentation means the

reference of a certain part which the attribute is valid for. A narrow part of a street
can be represented by the segmented attribute "Road Width" that divides the street in

several parts that the attributes are general valid for. This form of modelling is suitable

for the modelling of temporary changes in the road network, such as roadworks. It
is not neccesary to create a new feature to model a roadwork because it is sufficient
to define a segmented attribute. Therefore temporary changes can be inserted and
deleted in the database without a lot of changes in the structure.

Complex attributes consist of subattributes which again can be themselve complex.
Therefore it is possible to define any attribute hierarchy. An example for a complex
attribute in GDF is the attribute "Traffic Sign Information" which consists of the

subattributes ttTraffic Sign Classtt, "Directiontt, ttSymbol on Traffic Sign", ttTextual

Content of a Trafffic Sign" and "Value on Traffic Sign" .
Time dependent attributes are the most frequent complex attributes. Every at-

tribute can be used in combination with the attribute "Validity Period" (e.g' no
parking from 9:00 am to 12:00 am).

3.3 Representation of the road, nel.work

The road network can be represented at different levels of aggregation. Figure 5

shows an example with the different levels. The "Original" shows the topographic
features which should be acquired, a road network and a border between two different

administrative areas.
The level 0 representation represents all (simple) features by a planar graph. In

figure 5 b) nodes are represented with circles and intermediate points with an rectangle
filled with a cross. It can be seen that a node is inserted at the intersection between
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4. APPLICATIONS OF GDF DATA

The GDF standard was originally designed for applications in the area of road en-
vironment, for example vehicle navigation, traffic management systems or intelligent
vehicle highway systems (IVHS). But the feature catalogue also defines a number of
features which are not directly concerned to the road network. They range from aci-
ministrative areas (e.g. county, district or community) over landuse (e.g. woodland,
lake or industrial area) to services (e.g. theatre, pharmacy or ski-lift). Because of this
variety of features (and their belonging attributes) there are many other applications
of GDF data possible.

Geographic informations systems can use GDF data as a basic data stock. The GDF
data model is flexible and can be easily enlarged for specific applications. Because of
the high density of the road network in Europe GDF data provide an excellent spatial
reference which will be updated regularly and provide the users with well defined up-
to-date data. The data content specification catalogue defines quality requirements,
completeness requirements and up-to-dateness of the acquired data.

Therefore GDF data could play the same role as national basis information systems.
But if there is no way of data exchange between national basis information systems
and GDF the data must be acquired twice. Because data capture and update is very
expensive and time consuming redundand data should be absolutely avoided. This
means that every way of data exchnage between national basis information systems
and GDF has to be found.

5. MERGING OF GDF AND NATIONAL BASIS INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Because of the increasing demand of digital spatial data, national basis information
systems will be built up in most of the European states. Data exchange between these
information systems and GDF would offer many advantages:

o The completion of the systems could be accelerated.

o Features and attributes which are not acquired in one system but in the other
could be imported in the system without additional aquisition time and therefore
would expand the spectrum of potential users of the system.

o Updating data can cause a lot of problems and would only have to be done in
one system.

o GDF is already a European standard. In the future, national basis information
systems should be linked together to a whole European database. This is only
possible if the concepts of the different databases are similar. GDF could be a
reference for the design of national basis information systems.
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6. MERGING OF ATKIS AND GDF

6.1 The ATKIS concept

In October 1986, it was decided on establishing the digital topographic and carto-
graphic information system, called ATKIS, in Germany (ADV 1988). ATKIS parti-
tions the landscape into topographic features. The features belong to seven feature
classes which are control points, settlements, trafrc, vegetation, waters, areas and re-
lief. In the first step (until the end of 1995) 60 different feature types shall be captured
for Germany in the scale of 1:25,000 (a precision of *l- 3 meter when dealing with
traffic ways otherwise */- 10 meter) and afterwards updated regularly.

ATI(IS data are to be stored and retrieved by means of the Digital Landscape Model
(DLM). Its visualization has to be realized according to the Digital Cartographic Model
(DKM). Besides the scale 1:25000 - the most detailed landscape representation called
DLM 25 - there are further levels of data aggregation in the scales of 1:200,000 and
1:1,000,000. GDF and ATKIS correspond the most at the level 1:25000. Therefore,
bidirectional links in this paper refer to this level.

6.2 Problems

Because ATKIS and GDF do not base upon the same data model there will emerge
problems when transfering data from one data model to the other. One of the main
problem is the different feature definition in the two models. This means, that a feature
of the landscape is captured in one model as one feature and in the other model as
several features. The reason originate from the different applications. In GDF a street
is captured much more detailed than in ATI(IS.

Figure 6 illustrates this problem. In GDF a physical separation between two parts of
a road leads to a representation by two different "Road Elements". In ATKIS roads are
represented through the middle axis independent of physical separation. The number
of lanes is represented by an attribute in ATKIS. Every change in an attribute value
leads to different object parts in ATKIS. The more complex the intersection the more
problems will arise. A typical complex intersection is a highway crossing. It seems to
be easier to convert GDF data into ATKIS data than vice versa because of the more
detailed representation of GDF data.

A further problem is that ATI{IS does not allow for relations between features.
ATI{IS supplies the user only with a basic stock of features along with their attributes.
Relations are very suitable for the mapping of information like "Prohibited Turn" or
"Right of Way". It is not possible to store all information of GDF data in ATKIS.

The attribute concept of GDF is much more powerful than the one in ATI{IS. ATKIS
accepts only features with simple attributes whose values can possess a maximum
length of seven bytes where as GDF also allows complex atributes with any length.

Provided that it is possible to convert one data format into the other a further
problem will arise. It is necessary, for example for updating, to match the data sets.
Because of systematic and random errors introduced through digitizing the matching
of the data is not a trivial problem. Figure 7 shows two data sets of an intersection
which are overlayed.
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6.3 Outlook

As a first step of merging the two data models the GDF data model will be mapped
on the simplier ATKIS model. This will be done with the help of the relational GIS
product SICAD which supports the use of ATKIS features. The topology will be stored
as described above. Attributes and semantic relationships will be stored in relational
tables. A first investigation can be found in Walter and Fritsch (1994).

In a next step GDF data will be generated from ATI(IS data and vice versa. These
data will be compared with original captured data. This allows to give some quality
statements about the generated data. The generated data will be matched with the
original data to examine the updating of GDF data with ATKIS data and vice versa.

The first acquisition step (DLM 25ll) of ATKIS is supposed to be available not
before 1996 for the whole area of Germany. The second aquisition step (DLM 25/2,
168 features and 111 attributes) would offer the possibility to extend the ATKIS data
model. Requirements of designing the ATKIS data model will be formulated as a
result of this study.

7. SUMMARY

This paper introduces problems of modelling and storing road network data. It was
shown that the storage of the topology of a road network is very efficient by using
ringlists. The mapping of ringlists onto a relational model was presented. This method
of mapping provides a spatial index on the data.

The Geographic Data File (GDF) is a standard for the exchange of digital road
network data. The conceptual data model of GDF was presented. The attribute
concept which allows the use of segmented, complex and time dependent attributes
was examined. By using complex objects the topology can be represented at several
levels of generalisation. The different levels were presented with examples.

GDF data can be used by a lot of applications which must not directly concerned to
road environment. Especially the data exchange between national basis information
systems and GDF was discussed. With an example of the German digital topographic
and cartographic system (ATKIS) the problems of merging GDF data with a national
basis information system were described. Finally a look into future work was given.
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